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Summary
Trans-spinal Direct Current Stimulation (tsDCS) is a noninvasive neuromodulatory tool for the
modulation of the spinal neurocircuitry. Initial studies have shown that tsDCS is able to induce a
significant and lasting change in spinal-reflex- and corticospinal information processing. It is
therefore hypothesized that tsDCS may be a useful tool in the rehabilitation of spinal cord
dysfunctions or injuries. However, to efficiently utilize tsDCS as a tool in neurorehabilitation,
more knowledge is necessary about its mechanisms of action, as well as how tsDCS needs to be
applied to ensure the desired outcome. This dissertation therefore focuses on the use of tsDCS
for the modulation of the lumbar spinal motor circuitry, aiming at a possible application in spinal
cord injury rehabilitation. This is investigated using theoretical as well as experimental techniques.
To increase the theoretical understanding of tsDCS, chapter 2 focusses on simulating the electric
field (EF) generated during tsDCS and its interaction with the targeted neural structures. This
includes visualization and analysis of the generated EF as well as the identification of neural
structures, likely to be most targeted by the intervention. Furthermore, a comparison with existing
human tsDCS studies as well as the possible effects of electrode misplacement during application
are discussed. Methodologically, the EF is calculated via the Finite Element Method and
subsequently combined with a multicompartmental model of an alpha-motoneuron and its main
incoming axon connections. The resulting neural membrane polarization is used to identify the
primary neural target of tsDCS. Additional analyses investigated the expected acute network
responses via an existing lumbar spinal network model, which are then compared to in-vivo
measurements from literature. The primary results, give an insight into the distribution and
strength of the generated EF in the spinal cord for several electrode configurations. Furthermore,
axon terminals were identified as the primary cellular target of tsDCS. The simulated acute
network effects were in opposite direction when related to the electrophysiological long-term
changes observed in human tsDCS studies.
After having established a theoretical basis of some of the underlying mechanisms of action, the
following two chapters deal with experimentally assessing the effects of tsDCS for different
protocol variations. The main motivation of these studies, was the optimization of tsDCS for a
more targeted use in a clinical setting.
Chapter 3 deals with experimentally assessing the effects of tsDCS applied with different EF
directions, as well as the repeatability of results previously obtained by others. The central
question hereby was to assess whether the tsDCS outcome is dependent on EF direction. This
question was addressed in a randomized, double-blind placebo controlled study, whereby 10
healthy subjects received lumbar spinal tsDCS in three different electrode configurations, plus a
placebo stimulation. The H-reflex recruitment curve was utilized as a probe for the induced neural
changes. The primary outcome confirms, that the effects of tsDCS are dependent on EF direction.
Furthermore, results previously reported by others could not be replicated. This highlights current
challenges, with regards to repeatability, in the field of neuromodulation research.
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Chapter 4 compares the effects of tsDCS during active movement and rest, to investigate during
which of the two conditions the application of tsDCS leads to larger modulatory effects. The
underlying hypothesis is, that the modulatory effect of tsDCS can be significantly increased when
paired with ongoing neural activity. As in the previous study, this question was investigated in a
randomized, double-blind placebo controlled study, which included 10 healthy subjects. In four
different experiments, subjects received real- or placebo tsDCS during either lying and walking.
The resulting neural changes were measured using the H-reflex. The results confirm, that the
outcome of tsDCS is dependent on neural activity during stimulation. Thereby, tsDCS in
combination with walking had a significantly larger modulatory effect compared to placebo
stimulation during walking. No modulatory effect was detected for tsDCS during rest.
Lastly, chapter 5 investigates important safety aspects, when tsDCS is applied in the presence of
metallic spinal implants. The presence of metallic implants in the body is still a safety concern, in
connection with electrical stimulation procedures. Since spinal implants are expected to be present
in at least part of the targeted population with spinal cord injury, it is necessary to explore the
safety and application specific consequences of tsDCS with the presence of a spinal metallic
implant. This was investigated by simulating the tsDCS induced electric field and current density
in the presence of a metallic spinal implant. Calculations were performed via Finite Element
Analysis. The results show that implant presence was able to substantially affect peak current
density, compared to the no-implant condition. Nonetheless, the highest calculated current
density levels were a factor six lower than the most conservative estimate of what is thought to
lead to tissue damaging effects. Additionally, implant presence did not considerably affect the
average electric field inside the spinal cord. The findings do therefore not indicate potentially
unsafe current density levels, or significant alterations to stimulation intensity inside the spinal
cord, caused by a spinal implant during tsDCS.
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Samenvatting
Trans-spinal Direct Current Stimulation (tsDCS) is een niet-invasieve methode om het gedrag
van spinale neurale circuits te moduleren. Eerdere studies hebben aangetoond dat tsDSC een
significante en langdurige verandering in ruggenmergreflexen en corticospinale
informatieverwerking teweeg kan brengen. Daarom zou tsDCS een gunstig effect kunnen hebben
op de revalidatie van mensen met een dwarslaesie. Echter om tsDCS efficiënt te gebruiken als
hulpmiddel bij neurorevalidatie, is meer kennis nodig over de werkingsmechanismen van tsDCS,
en over de manier waarop tsDCS moet worden toegepast om de gewenste uitkomst te verkrijgen.
Dit proefschrift richt zich daarom op het gebruik van tsDCS voor de modulatie van het lumbale
spinale motorcircuit, met focus op een mogelijke toepassing bij revalidatie na letsel aan het
ruggenmerg. Dit wordt onderzocht met behulp van simulaties en experimenten.
Voor een beter theoretisch begrip van tsDCS wordt in hoofdstuk 2 het elektrisch veld (EV) tijdens
tsDCS, en de interactie van dit veld met de neurale structuren, gesimuleerd. Dit geeft een
visualisatie en analyse van het gegenereerde EV, en worden de neurale structuren geïdentificeerd
die het meest beinvloed worden door de interventie. Bovendien wordt een vergelijking met
bestaande tsDCS-onderzoeken op mensen gemaakt, en worden de mogelijke effecten van
elektrode-misplaatsing tijdens de toepassing besproken. Het EV wordt berekend via de eindigeelementenmethode en vervolgens gecombineerd met een mult-icompartimentaal model van een
alfa-motoneuron en diens belangrijkste inkomende axonverbindingen. De resulterende neurale
membraanpolarisatie wordt gebruikt om het primaire neurale doelwit van tsDCS te identificeren.
Aanvullende simulaties tonen de verwachte acute respons van het neurale netwerk via een
bestaand lumbale spinale netwerkmodel, die vervolgens worden vergeleken met de in vivo
bevindingen uit de literatuur. De primaire resultaten geven inzicht in de verdeling en sterkte van
het opgewekte EV in het ruggenmerg voor verschillende elektrodeconfiguraties. Bovendien
werden axonterminals geïdentificeerd als het primaire cellulaire doelwit van tsDCS. Vergeleken
met langetermijnveranderingen door tsDCS op mensen, zijn de gesimuleerde acute
netwerkeffecten in tegenovergestelde richting.
Na een theoretische basis te hebben gelegd voor enkele van de onderliggende
werkingsmechanismen, de volgende twee hoofdstukken op het experimenteel bepalen van de
effecten van tsDCS voor verschillende protocolvariaties. De belangrijkste motivatie van deze
studies was de optimalisatie van tsDCS voor een meer gericht gebruik in een klinische omgeving.
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over het experimenteel bepalen van de effecten van tsDCS toegepast met
verschillende richtingen van het EV, evenals het testen van de herhaalbaarheid van eerder
verkregen resultaten door anderen. Het doel was om te beoordelen of het tsDCS-resultaat
afhankelijk is van de richting van het EV. Dit werd onderzocht in een gerandomiseerde,
dubbelblinde, placebo-gecontroleerde studie, waarbij 10 gezonde proefpersonen tsDCS van de
lumbale wervelkolom kregen in drie verschillende elektrodeconfiguraties, plus een
placebostimulatie. De H-reflex rekruteringscurve werd gebruikt als een maat voor de
geïnduceerde neurale veranderingen. De primaire uitkomst bevestigt dat de effecten van tsDCS
afhankelijk zijn van de richting van het EV. Bovendien konden resultaten die eerder door anderen
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werden gerapporteerd niet worden gerepliceerd. Dit benadrukt de huidige uitdagingen op het
gebied van neuromodulatie-onderzoek met betrekking tot herhaalbaarheid.
Hoofdstuk 4 vergelijkt de effecten van tsDCS tijdens actieve beweging en rust, om te onderzoeken
tijdens welke van de twee condities de toepassing van tsDCS leidt tot grotere modulerende
effecten. De onderliggende hypothese is dat het modulerende effect van tsDCS aanzienlijk kan
worden verhoogd wanneer het gepaard gaat met aanhoudende neurale activiteit. Net als in de
vorige studie, werd dit onderzocht in een gerandomiseerde, dubbelblinde, placebo-gecontroleerde
studie met 10 gezonde personen. In vier verschillende experimenten ontvingen proefpersonen
tsDCS of een placebo-stimulatie tijdens zowel rust (liggen) als lopen. De resulterende neurale
veranderingen werden gemeten met behulp van de H-reflex. De resultaten bevestigen dat de
uitkomst van tsDCS afhankelijk is van neurale activiteit tijdens stimulatie. Daarbij had tsDCS in
combinatie met lopen een significant groter modulerend effect, vergeleken met placebo-stimulatie
tijdens het lopen. Er werd geen modulerend effect gedetecteerd van tsDCS tijdens rust.
Ten slotte gaat hoofdstuk 5 over belangrijke veiligheidsaspecten wanneer tsDCS wordt toegepast
in aanwezigheid van metalen implantaten die de wervelkolom stabiliseren. De aanwezigheid van
metalen implantaten in het lichaam vormen nog steeds een veiligheidsrisico bij elektrische
stimulatie. Omdat verwacht wordt dat ruggengraatimplantaten aanwezig zijn in een aanzienlijk
deel van mensen met een dwarslaesie, moeten de veiligheids- en toepassingsspecifieke gevolgen
van tsDCS met de aanwezigheid van een spinaal metalen implantaat worden onderzocht. Het
door tsDCS geïnduceerde EV en de elektrische stroomdichtheid werden gesimuleerd in de
aanwezigheid van een metalen ruggengraatimplantaat. Berekeningen werden uitgevoerd via de
eindige-elementenmethode. De resultaten tonen aan dat de aanwezigheid van een implantaat in
staat is om de piekstroomdichtheid aanzienlijk te beïnvloeden, vergeleken met de toestand zonder
implantaat. Niettemin was de hoogst berekende stroomdichtheid een factor zes lager dan de meest
conservatieve schatting van de stroomdichtheid die wordt verondersteld te leiden tot
weefselbeschadiging. Bovendien had de implantaataanwezigheid geen substantiële invloed op het
gemiddelde EV in het ruggenmerg. De bevindingen wijzen daarom niet op potentieel onveilige
stroomdichtheidsniveaus of significante veranderingen in de stimulatie-intensiteit in het
ruggenmerg tijdens tsDCS wanneer een implantaat het ruggenmerg stabiliseert.
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Chapter I – Introduction
Trans-spinal Direct Current Stimulation (tsDCS) belongs to the group of electroneuromodulatory techniques, which aim to influence nervous system function via the application
of electrical stimulation. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of electrotherapeutic interventions,
the analysis and development of electrotherapeutic techniques is complex. It therefore requires
the understanding of a wide range of disciplines within the medical and engineering domains. To
make the reader familiar with the multifaceted subject of direct current (DC) stimulation
intervention design, the following section contains a brief introduction to the most relevant topics.
After a short overview of tsDCS and its context within the neurostimulation field in section 1.1,
the reader will be introduced to the basic anatomy of the spinal cord on a macroscopic scale (sect.
1.2), as well as the concept of electrostimulation for the rehabilitation of spinal cord injury (sect.
1.3). Section 1.4 will subsequently give an overview of the neuroanatomy and neural working
mechanisms on a microscopic level, with a focus on the neural interaction with electrostimulation.
For understanding and designing electrotherapeutic interventions, experimental and theoretical
techniques can be utilized. To measure the effects of an electrical stimulation experimentally,
neurological tests can give an insight on the resulting changes in the nervous system. Section 1.5
will therefore introduce the most relevant concepts and clinical tools to evaluate changes in the
corticospinal and spinal pathways. Thereafter, theoretical and computational techniques for the
analysis of neuro-electrical stimulation will be covered in section 1.6. These techniques comprise
the computational modeling of the generated electric field and the associated effects on neural
structures.

1.1

General Introduction

Trans-spinal direct current stimulation, is a non-invasive electrostimulation technique, which aims
to modulate the neural circuits in the spinal cord. During tsDCS, the spinal cord is stimulated
with a direct current, generating an electric field, with the final goal of inducing a lasting functional
change in the targeted neural pathways. A well-designed use of tsDCS may therefore be able to
facilitate the regeneration of neural connections and thus benefit in the rehabilitation of injuries
or dysfunctions to the spinal cord.
TsDCS belongs to the group of non-invasive electrical neuromodulation procedures, which can
be applied throughout the central nervous system (CNS) such as the cortex, the cerebellum or the
spinal cord. Noninvasive electrical neuromodulation is applied to the human body via electrodes
placed on the skin, which are connected to an electrical stimulator (fig. 1A). The body thus
becomes part of an electrical circuit. During electrical stimulation, an electric field is generated in
the body, driven by the potential difference between the attached electrodes (fig. 1B). The electric
field subsequently influences the functioning of neurons and other neural elements in the CNS.
Since neurons are connected, forming a functional neural circuit, the electric field may have the
potential to change the underlying neural function as a whole.
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Figure 1: A) A typical electrode placement
configuration, used in tsDCS studies. (red:
anode, blue: cathode) B) The generated electric
field penetrates the body, where it is meant to
influence the neural signaling in the spinal cord.

By altering stimulation parameters, such as electrode position, stimulation intensity and stimulus
waveform, as well as ongoing neural activity, it is possible to influence the intervention outcome.
For example, controlling the shape and orientation of the generated electric field has an effect on
how neural structures are affected. This is based on the fact, that the stimulation effect depends
on neural morphology and its orientation with respect to the electric field. Furthermore, by scaling
stimulation intensity, the resulting effect magnitude can be regulated. At higher stimulation
intensities, it is possible to evoke direct neural activation in the form of action potentials (APs),
building blocks of the neural communication. Lower intensities merely influence neural function
without leading to APs directly.
When applying tsDCS, electrodes are positioned to target the spinal cord via the generated electric
field and a constant, current controlled waveform is used to stimulate the spinal cord for a period
of typically 10-20 minutes. The applied current generates a weak electric field, which does, as
indicated above, not directly evoke neural activity, but interacts with and modulates the targeted
neural structures. In addition to tsDCS, there are several other representatives of non-invasive
nervous brain stimulation, such as the more commonly known transcranial Direct Current
Stimulation (tDCS), transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS) or transcutaneous Spinal
Cord Stimulation (tSCS). In terms of effects on a network level, all of the mentioned stimulation
protocols have been utilized to influence specific parts of CNS circuitry, including the facilitation
of learning or the modulation of connections among brain regions. Specifically for tsDCS, studies
have shown significant modulatory effects on lumbar spinal reflexes as well as for corticospinal
afferent and efferent pathways [1–7].

1.2

Anatomy of the Spinal Cord

As part of the CNS, the spinal cord is a direct extension of the brainstem and descends through
the spinal canal (fig. 2A), enclosed and protected by the bony structures of the vertebral column,
as well as three protective membranes and the corticospinal fluid (fig. 2B). The vertebrae of the
surrounding spine are formally separated into the cervical, thoracic and lumbar sections, whereby
individual vertebrae within each section are numbered in descending order (e.g. T3, meaning:
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third thoracic vertebra). The spinal cord tissue consists of white and grey matter, with the grey
matter located in the center, surrounded by the white matter. The grey matter mostly consists of
neuronal cell bodies, whereas the white matter is made of nerve fiber bundles carrying information
to and from other CNS regions (fig. 2C).
Central functions of the spinal cord encompass the exchange of information with peripheral body
parts, such as movement commands and somatosensory information, as well as controlling
internal organ functions. It further receives and conveys information from or to the higher order
control centers of the brain. The information exchange within the CNS is achieved via
longitudinally ascending or descending bundled axons, called spinal tracts. Furthermore,
connection with the periphery is accomplished via axons that enter and exit though large nerve
bundles, called the dorsal and ventral roots. Whereas the dorsal root transmits sensory
information, motor information is sent to the muscles via the ventral roots.

Figure 2: Overview of spinal anatomy. A) The spinal cord is an extension of the brainstem and is sub-divided
into cervical, thoracic, lumbar and sacral regions. B) It is enclosed by the spinal column, as well as three
protective skin layers. C) The neuroanatomy of the spinal cord consists of the grey and white matter, which
harbor spinal neurons and axons respectively. Signal exchange with the periphery is relayed by thick axon
bundles called the spinal roots. Hereby, the posterior and anterior sensory roots, convey afferent (incoming)
and efferent (outgoing) signals respectively.
Sub-figures adapted from Alexander & Turner Inc. (Santa Rosa Beach, USA) (A)
and http://www.edoctoronline.com (B)
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The lumbar spinal cord contains circuits for locomotion generation and control of the lower limbs
[8]. Lumbar spinal circuitry has a versatile architecture which allows the execution of dexterous,
voluntary movements, the feedback of state information as well as the autonomous generation
and correction of locomotion patterns. A central part of these functions is executed by alpha
motoneurons and interneurons. Alpha motoneurons receive motor-signals from higher brain
centers and convey them to the leg-muscles, which respond in the form of muscle contractions.
Each muscle has a dedicated motoneuron pool, in which each single motoneuron serves many
muscle fibers (a motor unit). A muscle typically consists of tens to several hundreds of motor
units. Alpha motoneurons also receive sensory feedback from muscles at the spinal level, which
includes information about muscle stretch and force, used for corrective behavior of posture or
movement. Interneurons are present in the circuit, when more complex signal operations are
necessary, such as signal inversion or integration. When applied to the lumbar spinal cord, the
central goal of tsDCS is to modulate the behavior of the lumbar spinal circuitry, which will
subsequently be visible in changes to the resulting motor output or signal transmission.

1.3

Spinal Stimulation for the Rehabilitation of Spinal Cord Injury

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is typically defined as a damage to the neural structures of the spinal cord.
SCI can have various causes, such as a traumatic injury, cancer or spinal cord vascular disease
[9,10]. The resulting symptoms vary based on the type of injury, but may include the dysfunctions
or loss of motor control as well as the control over bladder, bowel and sexual function [11].
Recovery after spinal injury is often met with challenges and patients do not- or only partly regain
the lost neural function [9,11]. For this reason, increasing scientific effort is made in finding
techniques that may help to improve the quality of life after acute initial care and rehabilitation.
To find a possible treatment for SCI, current research primarily focusses on pharmacological,
biotechnological and electrophysiological approaches [12]. Whereas pharmacology and
biotechnology research aim to induce tissue recovery via genetic modification, stem cells or other
biomedical techniques, the goal of electromodulatory methods is to guide neural plasticity to
functionally reconnect existing neurons and support the sprouting of novel axonal connections.
Previous research has successfully demonstrated, that spinal electrostimulation may be particularly
useful in the rehabilitation of SCI. The utilized protocols hereby consisted of either
transcutaneous [13,14] or epidural [15–18] supra- or sub-threshold pulsed electrical stimulation
protocols, combined with intensive manual therapy. In animal studies, a pharmacological cocktail
of neuro-facilitatory drugs was administered in addition to training and stimulation [17]. Due to
these observations, the question arises whether the sub-threshold tsDCS could lead to similar
results. The hypotheses for using sub-threshold over supra-threshold methods are a resulting
decrease in patient comfort, possibly higher control over protocol outcomes and the non-invasive
nature of the technique.

1.4

Neural Basis of Direct Current Stimulation

A principal way of signal processing in the brain is the inter-neural-exchange of electrical neural
signals, in the form of APs (fig. 3A). In a neuron, this electrical signal is generated due to a
potential difference between intracellular and extracellular space, which are separated by a cellular
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membrane (fig. 3B). The transmembrane voltage is caused by ionic electrochemical gradients
across the semi-permeable neural membrane. During rest, this potential difference is
approximately -70mV and is referred to as the "resting membrane potential" (fig. 3C).
The cellular membrane is equipped with ion channels that allow the influx or outflow of ions.
While some ion channels are open permanently, others open and close in response to, for example,
changes in trans-membrane potential or the presence of specific chemical messengers (ligands).
When ion channels open, specific ions flow in or out of the cell which changes (polarizes) the
membrane potential in positive (depolarizing) or negative (hyperpolarizing) direction. Polarization
thus refers to an in- or decrease in membrane potential compared to its resting state. In most
neurons, the depolarization above a certain threshold leads to the opening of several voltage gated
ion channels, which results in the generation of an action potential.

Figure 3: A) Neurons exchange information via electrical signals, which are often transmitted to other
neurons by means of axons. Before interfacing with other neurons via synapses, axons branch out multiple
times, which is refered to as the axon terminal. B) The voltage difference between the inside and the outside
of the neuron is generated by ionic electrochemical gradients. C) Neural signals are computed and generated
by changes in transmembrane voltage, by adjusting the ionic transmemrane electrochemical gradients. At rest,
the voltage gradient is approximately -70 millivolts, referred to as the “resting membrane potential”. Changes
in transmembrane potential in either direction are called polarization (depolarization = less negative inside,
hyperpolarization = more negative inside).
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Figure 4: Effects of somatic and axon terminal polarization on the excitatory postsynaptic – potential (EPSP),
which is the signal measured on the neuron side, due to an arriving action potential on the corresponding
synapse. Both, somatic and axon terminal polarization are able to substantially modify the signal strength of
the neural response to synaptic input.
Data reproduced from [21].

When a neuron is exposed to an external electric field, this can also lead to polarization.
Polarization in the neuron varies locally depending on neural morphology, the biophysical
parameters of the neuron, orientation with respect to electric field and electric field strength.
Subsequently the acute functioning of the neuron can be affected depending on the polarization
profile and the present membrane functionality. For example, experiments in vivo have shown
that the polarization of incoming axon terminals leads to direct changes in the amplitude of the
transmitted signal on the side of the neuron (excitatory postsynaptic potential or EPSP),
proportional to the polarization [19] (fig. 4). Similar effects have been described for somatic
polarization [19], whereby it has to be pointed out that in a realistic situation these scenarios are
certainly nonexclusive.
After a finite amount of time, in the order of several minutes, these acute effects can lead to
alterations in the function of the neuron or neural circuit, which can be measured long after the
offset of the stimulation. This implies, that the stimulation resulted in neuroanatomical changes
in the structure of the neuron, known as long term plasticity. The exact mechanism at which this
occurs is not fully understood. However, research has shown that these changes are highly
dependent on factors such as ongoing neural activity during stimulation, the local neuromechanics
or genetic predisposition [20].

1.5

Physiological Assessment of Corticospinal Functionality

To investigate the neural effects generated by tsDCS, electrophysiological tests can be performed
which give information about neural connection strength, reliability and speed of the pathway of
interest. These tests typically involve inducing a form of stimulation at the beginning, and
measuring the electrophysiological response at the end of the targeted pathway. Elapsed time and
response characteristics, allow conclusions about the underlying pathologies or mechanisms of
action. While many such techniques exist, the following sections will introduce two common
clinical assessments of corticospinal and spinal pathway connectivity: Motor evoked potentials
(MEPs) and the Hoffman (H)- reflex.
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1.5.1

Motor Evoked Potentials

A motor evoked potential (MEP) is an electrophysiological signal, artificially induced in the
motocortex and measured in a muscle. Most often the cortex is stimulated by a short and strong
magnetic impulse. In a typical example, the pulse is applied to the neurons of the primary
motocortex. The rapid change in magnetic field generates an electric field which subsequently
activates neurons in close proximity (fig. 5A1). The generated signal travels through the
corticospinal tract and activates a certain number of spinal motoneurons, which further convey
the signal to the alpha motoneurons of an associated muscle (fig. 5A2,3+4). The resulting muscle
activation (fig. 5A5) can then be detected as an electric potential, measured over the muscle
(electromyogram or EMG) (fig. 5B). Since the generated corticospinal signal is conveyed to the
muscle via spinal motoneurons, measuring MEPs leads to information about motoneuron
function in response to a corticospinal input. For example, a change in MEP area or amplitude
after tsDCS may be related to an altered signal strength leading to changes in muscle activation.
In case of an increase, this may originate from the recruitment of more spinal motoneurons
and/or an increase in motoneuron activation frequency.

Figure 5: A) Simplified illustration of the motor evoked potential pathway. B) The muscle activation
is visible as a prominent positive - negative deflection in the electromyographic (EMG) signal.
Figure redrawn and adapted from original by John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
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1.5.2

The Hoffman Reflex

The Hoffman (H)-Reflex, is the electrophysiological equivalent of the stretch (or tendon tap)
reflex. The H-reflex is induced by stimulating a motor-nerve bundle with a short (e.g. 1 ms)
electrical pulse (fig. 6A1), which generates an AP in both, sensory and motor axons (fig. 6A2).
While the AP in the motor axon reaches the muscle over a short trajectory, evoking a first muscle
twitch (M-Wave), the AP in the sensory axon travels to the spinal cord and activates alphamotoneurons, where it is conveyed further to the muscle (fig. 6A3). The forwarded signal then
travels along the motoneuron axon towards the associated muscle (fig. 6A4), where it evokes a
second contraction (H-Wave) (fig. 6A5). Figure 6B shows a typical EMG recording in response
to a single stimulation pulse. Following the initial stimulation artefact, are the M- and H-wave
which are both characterized by a positive -negative EMG deflection.
For varying stimulation amplitudes, the amplitude of the M- and H-Wave vary in a nonlinear
fashion (fig. 6C). The resulting graphs are known as, the H- and M-Wave recruitment curves. At
lower stimulation amplitudes, only the (thicker) sensory axons are stimulated. This happens after

Figure 6: A) Simplified illustration of the H-Reflex pathway. B) A typical EMG response of the H-reflex
a medium stimulation intensity. C) The H- and M-Wave recruitment curves, which reflect the amplitudes
of both H- and M- Wave as a function of stimulation intensity.
Figure redrawn and adapted from original by John Wiley and Sons, Inc
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the stimulus amplitude surpasses a certain level, called the recruitment threshold. When the
stimulus is increased further, more sensory axons are recruited, which leads to a rise of the HWave recruitment curve. Furthermore, motor axons start to be recruited, which leads to a rise of
the M-wave recruitment curve. At a certain stimulus intensity, all sensory axons are recruited,
which is why the H-Wave does not increase further from this point. However, when the stimulus
intensity is increased further, the H-Wave amplitude starts to decrease whereas the M-wave will
increase until all motor axons are recruited, after which the M-wave recruitment curve settles. The
H-wave decreases at higher stimulation amplitudes, since not one, but two separate action
potentials are generated by the stimulus applied to the nerve. These travel in opposite directions,
away from the site of stimulation. Therefore, whereas the descending motor-AP activates the
muscle (M-wave), the ascending motor- AP collides with the now descending reflex signal, which
leads to its cancelation.

1.6

Computational Modeling of Direct Current Stimulation

The goal of noninvasive neurostimulation, is to induce lasting, functionally distinct and
meaningful changes to the nervous system. Optimally, it should be possible to precisely control
stimulation outcome and apply the intervention with surgical precision.
Direct Current Stimulation (DCS) interventions seem straightforward, due to the relative ease of
application, involving two or more electrodes, placed on the skin and connected to an electrical
stimulator. This ease of application is in contrast to an underlying highly complex, non-linear,
state dependent, dynamic system. The DC generated electric field is distributed throughout the
body, dependent on subject anatomy and biophysical tissue properties (fig. 7A). Subsequently, the
electric field interacts with the targeted neural architecture, causing the de- or hyper-polarization
of any neural structure exposed to the electric field (fig. 7B). This is dependent on neural
morphology, electric field orientation and magnitude as well as the bioelectric properties of the
neurons.
Especially due to the noninvasive nature, it is experimentally challenging to gain a proper
understanding of the systems complexity. Therefore, computational techniques can be a valuable
addition as they allow further insights into such complex systems. For the effects of neural direct
current stimulation, a number of different theoretical methods have been utilized, which mainly
include the calculation of the generated electric field in the CNS [22–24] , and the resulting
polarization effects on individual neurons [19,20,25]. The following sections will therefore briefly
introduce the methods for simulation the electric field, as well as its interaction with an exposed
neural structure.
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Figure 7: Macro- to microscopic overview of electrical spinal stimulation. A) The applied electrical stimulation
generates an electric field in the human body, between the attached transcutaneous electrodes. B) The electric
field interacts with the neural circuits of highly complex geometry (1), which microscopically consist of cablelike structures (2).

1.6.1
1.6.1.1

Simulation of Electric Fields in the Human Body
Electrostatics

The electric field generated by tsDCS can be understood
and analyzed, by using the concepts of electrostatics.
Electrostatics describes the behavior of electric fields in
space under static conditions, meaning constant in time.
In a battery, a potential gradient exists between both poles,
due to differences in voltage between anode and cathode.
When both poles are connected by an electrical conductor,
the poles turn into current sources and charged particles
flow through the conductor, moving along the potential
gradient. This gradient, also known as the electric field, is
thus the force that is exerted on a particle of unit charge.
Since a spatially changing electric potential V exists at any
given point around the two charges (battery dipole),
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Figure 8: Equipotential and electric
field lines, generated by a dipole
arrangement of current sources.
Source: Electric Field Lines. Brilliant.org.
Retrieved 16:13, August 22.

decreasing in proportion to the distance from either pole, the static electric field vector  can
then be expressed via
 = −∇V

(1)

with ∇ the spatial gradient.
To analyze the tsDCS generated electric field in the body, it is thus necessary to calculate the
potential distribution caused by the connected stimulation electrodes. These calculations are often
complex, involving detailed anatomical models of the body with inhomogeneous electrical
properties. They are therefore often executed via computational methods, such as the finite
element method.

1.6.1.2
Finite Element Method for the Simulation of Electric Fields
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a numerical procedure of solving large scale mathematical
problems in physics and engineering. Typical areas of application include structural analysis, fluid
flow or electromagnetics. These problems generally involve the solution of partial differential
equations with boundary value constraints. A relevant example, is the description of an electric
field as it spreads through the human body. The equation in this case solves the three-dimensional
electric potential, based on electrode position, subject anatomy and the electrical parameters of
the tissue. The FEM solves these problems by subdividing them into smaller "finite elements".
This results in a system of "simpler" equations, for which the solution can be approximated using
numerical methods. An advantage of FEM over other methods, is the ability to easily extend the
model in complexity by including more complex geometry, material properties, or increasing the
resolution at points of interest within the model.

1.6.2

Modeling Neurons

When investigating the effect of an electric field on neural circuitry, one needs to have a model
of the targeted neural morphology. This model must be capable of describing neuron morphology,
voltage dependency and other biophysical characteristic, as well as the interaction with an external
electric field.
Most of a neural cell, including axons and dendrites, can geometrically be described as a pipe
structure and the neuron’s electrical properties can be divided into passive and active components.
A good approximation of the passive neural properties comes from cable theory, which was
originally developed by Professor William Thomson to describe the signal decay in underwater
telegraphic cables [26]. Due to the analogies with neural signal transduction, cable theory can also
be used to simulate the electric current and voltage along neurons [27]. The resulting
mathematical formulation is a partial differential equation that describes the transmembrane and
axial currents as well as the associated voltage differences throughout the cell.
The neuron is thereby approximated with connected segments, containing capacitances and
resistances combined in parallel (fig. 9). The capacitance  is a property of the neuronal
membrane and is caused by electrostatic forces that are acting on both sides of the membrane.
The resistances and  are caused by the membranes and axoplasm's resistance to movement
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of electric charge. The formulation can
further be extended to incorporate more
sophisticated mechanisms, such as active
and voltage dependent ion channels as
well as externally applied electric fields.
Since solving the resulting partial
differential equation is challenging,
especially for more complex geometries
and transmembrane mechanisms, a
common approach is again to refer to
numerical approximations. The cable
equation is thereby discretized in time
and space, which replaces the partial
differential equation by a coupled system
of ordinary differential equations. This is
Figure 9: Simplified view of the electrical properties of a
referred to as “compartmental neural
neuronal fiber as described by the cable theory. Cm:
modeling” and is the basis of most
membrane capacitance, rm: membrane resistance, rl:
computational implementations in
longitudinal resistance.
common neural modeling software such
as Neuron [28] or GENESIS [29]. The
resulting framework allows for the simulation of neurons with a high degree of morphological
and mechanistic complexity. It is thus also possible to simulate the neural effects of electrical
stimulation, by calculating the tsDCS generated electric field (see section 1.6.1.2) and combining
the results with a compartmental neuron model. This computational pipeline can therefore be a
valuable tool for the understanding and development of electrotherapeutic protocols.

1.7

Outline of this Thesis

TsDCS, as well as other neurostimulation modalities, have received increasing interest as a
possible intervention option for the rehabilitation of spinal cord dysfunction or injury. However,
little is known about how tsDCS needs to be applied to lead to the desired stimulation outcome.
The goal of this dissertation is therefore to increase the mechanistic understanding of tsDCS to
aid a hypothesis driven intervention design of tsDCS, aiming at a possible application in spinal
cord injury rehabilitation.
Central questions were: 1) what is the electric field distribution, generated by tsDCS and how can
it by controlled via different electrode placements 2) what are the targeted neural structures of
tsDCS and could this knowledge be used to achieve a more targeted stimulation effect 3) Can the
effect of tsDCS be directed via different alignments of the imposed electric field with the targeted
neural structures 4) What is the best possible mode of application to achieve the maximal
modulation effect. 5) Can tsDCS safely be applied to the intended target group.
To address these questions, a combination of computational and experimental approaches was
chosen. Chapter 2 addresses the electric field (EF) generated during tsDCS and its interaction
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with the targeted neural circuits. This includes calculation, visualization and analysis of the
generated electric field as well as the identification of neural structures, likely to be most targeted
by the intervention. Furthermore, a comparison with existing human tsDCS studies as well as the
possible effects of electrode misplacement during application are discussed.
Thereafter, the following two chapters experimentally assess the effects of tsDCS for different
protocol variations, such as electric field direction and mode of application.
Chapter 3 deals with investigating the effects of tsDCS applied with different electric field
directions, and the repeatability of results previously obtained by others. The central question
hereby, was to assess whether the tsDCS outcome is dependent on electric field direction. This
was addressed in a randomized, double-blind placebo controlled study, whereby 10 healthy
subjects received tsDCS in three different electrode configurations, plus a placebo stimulation.
As a probe for the induced neural changes, the H-reflex recruitment curve was utilized.
Chapter 4 compares the effects of tsDCS during active movement and rest, to investigate during
which of the two conditions the application of tsDCS leads to larger modulatory effects. The
underlying hypothesis is, that the modulatory effect of tsDCS can be significantly increased when
paired with ongoing neural activity. In four different experiments, subjects received real- or
placebo tsDCS during either lying and walking. The resulting neural changes were measured using
the H-reflex.
Lastly, chapter 5 investigates important safety aspects, when tsDCS is applied in the presence of
metallic spinal implants. This is related to the fact, that the presence of metallic implants in the
body is still a safety concern, in connection with electrical stimulation procedures. Since spinal
implants are expected to be present in at least part of the targeted population with spinal cord
injury, it is necessary to explore the safety and application specific consequences of tsDCS with
the presence of a spinal metallic implant. To investigate this question, the tsDCS induced EF and
current density was simulated in the presence of a metallic spinal implant.
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Abstract
Objective. Trans-spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS) is a potential new technique for the
treatment of spinal cord injury (SCI). TsDCS aims to facilitate plastic changes in the neural pathways
of the spinal cord with a positive effect on SCI recovery. To establish tsDCS as a possible treatment
option for SCI, it is essential to gain a better understanding of its cause and effects. We seek to
understand the acute effect of tsDCS, including the generated electric field (EF) and its polarization
effect on the spinal circuits, to determine a cellular target. We further ask how these findings can be
interpreted to explain published experimental results. Approach. We use a realistic full body finite
element volume conductor model to calculate the EF of a 2.5 mA direct current for three different
electrode configurations. We apply the calculated electric field to realistic motoneuron models to
investigate static changes in membrane resting potential. The results are combined with existing
knowledge about the theoretical effect on a neuronal level and implemented into an existing lumbar
spinal network model to simulate the resulting changes on a network level. Main results. Across
electrode configurations, the maximum EF inside the spinal cord ranged from 1.29 V/m to 2.73 V/m.
Axon terminal polarization was identified to be the dominant cellular target. Also, differences in
electrode placement have a large influence on axon terminal polarization. Comparison between the
simulated acute effects and the electrophysiological long-term changes observed in human tsDCSstudies suggest an inverse relationship between the two. Significance. We provide methods and
knowledge for better understanding the effects of tsDCS and serve as a basis for a more targeted and
optimized application of tsDCS.

2.1

Introduction

Spinal cord injury poses a heavy burden on the quality of life. Depending on the severity and
location of the injury, sufferers are usually left with the loss of upper and lower limb motor control,
as well as other vital functions. Among other investigated treatment options, there is a recent
focus on invasive and non-invasive electrical stimulation techniques with the intention of inducing
an additional degree of improvement when combined with traditional rehabilitation efforts.
Stimulation protocols under investigation for spinal cord injury rehabilitation vary significantly in
their degree of invasiveness and intended neural response. Whereas for non-invasive electrical
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stimulation, electrodes are placed on the skin of the subject [1], invasive electrical stimulation of
the spinal cord has been successfully demonstrated by using epidural electrodes [2–4].
In humans, both invasive and non-invasive electrical stimulation have been used to directly
activate the targeted neural pathways in the spinal cord via supra-threshold electrical stimulation.
Sub-threshold network modulation is commonly applied non-invasively and aims to modulate
ongoing and future neural activity by inducing pathway specific plastic changes.
We focus here on the understanding of noninvasive sub-threshold direct current stimulation
(DCS) for the modulation of the lumbar spinal motor circuits. Trans-spinal direct current
stimulation (tsDCS) aims to modulate spinal motor pathways and in turn, increase and direct
neural plasticity where it is most necessary (for a review see: [1]). A well understood and targeted
application is essential for the success and credibility of the tsDCS technique in a rehabilitation
setting. Therefore, next to existing practical efforts, a reasonable way of directing the effects of
tsDCS has to be found. However, predictions of the short and long-term effects of DCS are
difficult, since they require a thorough understanding of the functional and anatomical parameters
of the nervous system.
Previous studies have shown, that tsDCS can have a significant effect on the pathways in the
spinal cord including the descending motor pathways [5], ascending somatosensory pathways [6]
and the lumbar monosynaptic reflex loop [7,8]. In the latter, modulatory effects on post activation
depression [9] and presynaptic inhibition [10] have also been shown. Additionally, animal studies
provide further evidence on effects of DC stimulation on the spinal circuits. Thereby, lumbar
tsDCS had a wide range of influences on, for instance, the execution of descending motor signals,
spontaneous firing measured in the motor nerve as well as associative plasticity when paired with
trains of cortical signals [11–13]. All studies suggest a clear polarity dependency of the reported
effects. The growing evidence raises hope that tsDCS may be applicable to the rehabilitation of
spinal cord injury or even extend to other disorders in the future. For a successful application
however, the distribution and magnitude of the applied electric field, its acute effects on the
targeted neural pathways and the relationship to the long-term effects reported in literature have
to be investigated.
DC stimulation generates a weak electric field (EF) of <1 V/m for tsDCS [14] as well as for the
related transcranial DCS technique (tDCS) [15–17]). The interaction with a neural structure thus
leads to a local shift in transmembrane potential, depending on the detailed morphology and its
alignment with the electric field. Assuming a spatially static EF, membrane polarization takes place
mainly at closed ends such as axon and dendrite terminals. The polarization exponentially decays
with further distance to the terminal.
The molecular working mechanisms within the neuron are largely dependent on its resting
membrane potential. Membrane polarization will therefore lead to an acute functional modulation
of the neuron and can be measured as a change of synaptic efficacy [18]. The ultimate goal is to
translate such acute effects into long term changes via mechanisms known as synaptic plasticity.
This transition depends on the acute membrane polarization and the molecular mechanisms
involved (cellular targets), the duration of the stimulation [18–20], the ongoing neural activity
[21,22] as well as subject specific genetics factors [23].
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Previous work shows that the polarization of a number of different cellular targets (e.g. soma,
dendrites, axon terminals) may be eligible to produce the observed plasticity effects in synaptic
efficacy. Thereby facilitation/inhibition of neuron function may be causally related to
depolarization/hyperpolarization of the somatic membrane potential [18,24–26]. The polarization
of incoming axons [18,25,27,28] and axon terminals [18,29,30] may further contribute to the
effects of DCS. In pyramidal neurons, typically the focus of cortical tDCS studies, the polarization
of apical dendrites, which polarize opposite to somas, was also found to influence synaptic
processing [25,28,31].
The so far gathered knowledge underlines the importance of understanding the cellular targets of
DCS as a prerequisite to a rational electrotherapy design [31]. Most previous work aimed at the
understanding of DCS on cortical structures. Our focus differs in this respect, since we focus on
the application of DCS on the lumbar spinal motor circuits. This requires a thorough evaluation
and analysis of spinal motoneuron (MN) morphology and functioning.
Alpha MNs receive axonal connections of cortical and local (sensory) origin. Dendrites extend
radially around a central soma in a seemingly random fashion. For Ia terminals, a majority of
synapses are located on the proximal dendrites and follow little distinct patterns of spatial
organization [32–35]. Motoneuron response and excitability may be controlled via channels
exhibiting persistent inward currents (PIC) [36], located on the proximal dendrites [37,38].
Previous publications have shown that tsDCS can modulate spinal network output. The goal of
our contribution is a thorough analysis of the EFs generated by tsDCS, as well as the resulting
membrane polarization in neurons, sensory and descending corticospinal axon terminals (ATs).
Concurrently, we seek to find the cellular target of tsDCS, including its theoretical effects on a
network level. Along this line, we further aim to understand the connection between simulated,
acute network effects and long-term plasticity changes reported by others as well as the impact of
possible electrode misplacements.
We use a realistic full body segmented finite element model to estimate the electric field inside
the spinal cord when stimulated with three different electrode configurations at an intensity of
2.5mA. We apply the electric field finite element solution to realistic neuron models to investigate
changes in membrane resting potential within the neuron as well as afferent and efferent axon
terminals. We further combine the observed membrane polarization effects with acute cellular
changes found experimentally by others. To simulate the theoretical network effect, we make use
of an existing lumbar spinal network model [39].

2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Electrode Placement

We simulated the electric field for three electrode configurations (fig. 1): A) the in previous
publications used spine-shoulder configuration (active electrode on the T11 vertebrae and return
electrode placed on the left posterior shoulder), B) both electrodes placed at equal distance,
superior and inferior to the T11 vertebrae, C) the active electrode is placed on the T11 vertebrae
and two counter electrodes are placed on the left and right anterior superior iliac crest.
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Figure 1: The simulated electrode
placement configurations. A) Active
electrode on the lumbar spinal cord,
return electrode on the posterior left
shoulder. B) Active electrode below
and passive electrode above the
lumbar spinal cord. C) Active
electrode on lumbar spinal cord, two
passive electrodes on the left and right
anterior
superior
Iliac
Crest
respectively.

2.2.2

Finite Element Model

The steady state electrical potential in the inhomogeneous volume conductor model is computed
using the software environment SCIrun (SCI Institute 2015) by solving the function described by
Poisson’s equation
(  Φ) = 0

(1)

where σ is a conductivity tensor and Φ is the electric
potential. Subsequently the electric field vector is
calculated by
= −Φ

(2)

The goal is to solve equation 1, given a mesh, a set
of known conductivities, and a set of known
potentials corresponding to the electrode locations.
Computations were conducted using a conjugate
gradient descend algorithm at varying voxel
resolutions of 4mm3 in the head and extremities, 12mm3 in the torso and electrodes and 0.5mm3 inside
the spinal cord. The mesh was a pre-segmented full
body model (Ella) (fig. 2), which is part of the Virtual
Population Library Version 2 [41]. A segmentation
of the spinal cord into white and grey matter was
added using a custom-made model. Conductivities
were adopted from [14] without change. White
matter in the spinal cord was simulated using
anisotropic conductivities with a transversal vs.
longitudinal factor of 1:10 [42]. The rectangular
surface electrodes (50 × 70 × 3mm) were positioned
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Figure 2: The utilized finite element model
(Ella), which includes 22 individual
segments, stems from the Virtual
Population
Library
(version
2)
(dimensions: 500.4 × 278.9 × 1647.3 mm).

according to the corresponding electrode configuration in direct connection with the skin surface.
Electrode potentials were assigned to the outer surface nodes of each electrode mesh.

2.2.3

Motoneuron Model

Figure 3: A) Schematic illustration of the utilized motoneuron model, essentially consisting of three separate
models: a realistic neuron model and two straight, cylindrical axons. B) The location and orientation of
motoneuron and axon models within the spinal cord (axon length not to scale). The motoneuron is placed
within the grey matter below the T11 vertebrae.

To calculate the influence of the steady state electric field on motoneurons with a realistic
morphology, six reconstructed cat motoneurons (NMO_00687, NMO_00688, NMO_00689,
NMO_00690, NMO_00691, NMO_00692) initially supplied by Alvarez et al. [43] and modified
by Balbi et al. [44] were used (Table 1). This was implemented via the modeling environment
NEURON v.7.3 [45]. Each neuron model was placed in the ventral horn of the spinal cord
between the T11 and T12 vertebrae (fig. 3). Thereafter, the previously calculated extracellular
potential for each compartment is calculated via trilinear- interpolation and assigned in NEURON
via the extracellular function.
Table 1: Morphometric parameters of the utilized motoneuron models.
NeuroMorpho Number of Number of Number of
Soma
identification Dendritic dendritic
primary
diameter
number
Sections compart- dendrites
(µm)
ments
1

NMO_00687

398

3118

10

65.02

2

NMO_00688

92

3

NMO_00689

86

716

8

49.97

540

16

65.64

4

NMO_00690

149

1425

13

52.82

5
6

NMO_00691

249

2183

11

NMO_00692

270

2656

12

Sum of
Soma
Surface of Dendrites
diameters of surface dendrites tree
mean
primary
(µm2)
(µm2)
terminal
dendrites
distance
(µm)
111.42

13,280

682,012

1049.45

87.38

7847

150,243

736.52

158.97

13,535

166,343

456.83

89.10

8767

233,642

829.38

60.81

101.77

11,616

374,199

896.49

63.83

130.10

12,801

489,120

891.33

Two separate straight axons, representing efferent and afferent connections to the motoneuron,
were assigned with the electric field strength in longitudinal and anterio-posterior direction
respectively at the level of the motoneuron. Both axons were modeled as simple cylinders with a
length of 40 mm and a diameter of 10 µm. Reported diameters for both axon types, including
myelin, are within a range of 13 µm to 20 µm for afferent (Ia) fibers [46] and 16 µm to 20 µm for
efferent axons originating from cortical Betz neurons [47,48]. The inner axonal diameter, without
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myelin, was estimated via multiplication of the g-ratio (g=0.6) [49], whereby the chosen axon
diameter of 10 µm is within the resulting range for both axons.
For all neural elements, the external resistivity was set to 70 Ωcm, the specific capacitance was set
to 1 µF/cm2. Na+ and K+ equilibrium potentials were set to +50 mV and −77 mV respectively,
while the Ca2+ equilibrium potential dynamically changed depending on the variations of internal
and external ion concentrations [44]. For a complete overview of all biophysical parameters, which
were adopted unchanged, refer to [44].

2.2.4

Spinal Circuit Model

Simulations at a network level were performed using an open source lumbar spinal network model
(ReMoto, Version: 2.1) developed by Cisi et al. [39]. The model employs two-compartment
motoneuron models for slow (S), fast fatigue resistant (FR) and fast fatigable (FF) types and
includes a population of interneurons (Ia reciprocal inhibitory interneurons, Ib interneurons, and
Renshaw cells) connected to afferent connections and induced stochastic point processes
associated with descending tracts. To simulate human electrophysiological experiments, the
simulator incorporates external nerve stimulation with orthodromic and antidromic propagation.
The generation of the H- reflex by the Ia-motoneuron pool system, its modulation by spinal cord
interneurons, as well as varying possibilities for incorporating descending corticospinal motorsignals are included [39].

2.2.5

Simulation Procedure

As a first step, the local field potential distribution and electric field for a stimulation intensity of
2.5mA was computed for each electrode configuration (fig. 1). To test the sensitivity of electrode
misplacements, the active lumbar electrode was shifted vertically by ±5 cm. For
configuration ”LSC ±” (fig. 1B) the misplacement was applied to both electrodes. Thereafter,
each of the six neuron models was simulated at resting state with and without the applied electric
field for each of the three electrode configurations. The application of the electric field results in
a shift of the transmembrane potential.
To obtain results that can be related to experimental evidence, we used the spinal network model
by Cisi et al. The model is used to approximate the resulting acute functional changes imposed by
tsDCS. We therefore simulate two common functional tests used to assess (cortico-) spinal
network function; these are the H- Reflex and motor evoked potentials (MEP). Both give
information about spinal afferent and efferent motor pathways respectively and have been used
to show effects induced by tsDCS in previous studies. We simulate the changes induced by
modulation of the primary cellular target, including those during acute tsDCS, and compare the
obtained network responses with experimental results obtained by others. The neural building
blocks used for both scenarios are 800 slow (S), 50 fatigue resistant (FR) and 50 fast fatiguing
(FF) motor units [39]. All other model parameters are left unaltered. To mimic a spinal
motoneuron response similar to that of a primary MEP, we simulate soleus voluntary contraction
with a pulse input. Descending efferent input to the motoneuron pool is given by a single pulse
Poisson distributed firing pattern, with a mean inter-spike-interval (ISI) of 3ms for
0 ms ≤
≤ 5 ms [50] and infinite otherwise (for details, refer to [39]). Baseline synaptic
maximum conductance was set to 700 nS. Parameter values were chosen in favor of resulting in
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a clear model output, which is given by a simulated muscle activation in form of an EMG response.
For each of the acquired EMG traces, the amplitude and delay are subsequently extracted. For
H-Reflex simulation, the afferent input is a single stimulus of 1ms duration applied to the motor
nerve for increasing stimulation amplitudes (H-Reflex).

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Electric Field Distribution in Spinal Cord

Figure 4 shows the calculated electric field magnitude for all configurations throughout the spinal
cord. Each configuration creates a distinct pattern with a maximum electric field magnitude
approximately half way between, and a smaller EF immediately adjacent to the two electrodes.
The maximum field strength varies between 1.29 V/m and 2.73 V/m depending on the electrode
placement.
A more thorough analysis of EF size and direction can be performed by regarding its individual
vector components (fig. 5). This is helpful when considering the directional prerequisite for the
modulation of neural compartments.
For each electrode configuration the figure shows the transverse mean of the electric field vector
in all three dimensions. Thereby, the targeted motoneuron location is indicated by a red cross.
Additionally, the figure shows the EF for both, upward and downward (± 5cm) misplacements
respectively. For all configurations the transversal EF component remains small compared to
anterio-posterior and longitudinal
vector magnitudes. Also, though the
anterio-posterior vector is largest
below, the longitudinal component
dominates between the electrode pair.
Furthermore, a cyclic variation is
visible on the anterio-posterior vector
component (see also fig. 4). These
appear to correlate with vertebral
locations, and may therefore reflect a
variation in EF magnitude caused by
vertebral body anatomy.
When the active electrode is
misplaced, EF amplitude and
direction at the stimulation target site
are altered. For cases where the active
electrode is placed on top of the target
region, misplacements lead to
amplitude changes in anterioposterior and field reversals in
longitudinal direction (fig. 5 A and C).
When two electrodes are placed in

Figure 4: Electric field distribution in the spinal cord for
each electrode configuration with indicated electrode
locations (see also fig.1).
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equal distance to the target region, a misplacement of both affects the field magnitude in
longitudinal and lead to a reversal in anterio-posterior direction (fig. 5 B).

Figure 5: Individual EF vector components in the spinal cord for each electrode configuration as well as
upward (+) and downward (-) electrode misplacements of ± 5cm. Additionally, the vector component
magnitude at the stimulation target is shown (right column).
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2.3.2

Changes in Membrane Potential

The potential distribution at motoneuron level and the resulting membrane polarization for an
exemplary motoneuron is shown in figure 6. Clearly visible is the de-/hyperpolarization trend in
line with the EF-vector direction. In this case, as for all tested motoneuron/configuration pairs,
afferent and efferent axon terminal polarization (ranging from 0.35 mV to 2.89 mV) was dominant
and multiple times stronger compared to other cellular targets (fig.7). In contrast, the soma was
hardly polarized (<0.01 mV) and polarization of dendritic terminals did not exceed 0.63 mV.
From further analysis, it follows that the mean polarization of dendritic membrane, specific to
PIC channels and synaptic
terminal locations (<0.17 mV),
was approximately three times
lower than the dendritic
maximum (fig.7).
For electrode misplacements,
efferent
axon
terminal
polarization may increase or
reverse depending on the shift
direction (fig.7 A and C, col. 4)
when the active electrode is
placed on the target region.
Afferent terminal polarization
is affected little in this case,
whereby amplitude is altered by
preserving effect direction. For
equal distance placements,
misplacement may change sign
and amplitude of afferent
axon’s terminal polarization
(fig.7 B col. 5). Efferent axon
terminal polarization amplitude
is modulated while preserving
effect direction.

2.3.3

Figure 6: Stimulus induced voltages in the spinal cord and
membrane polarization for an exemplary motoneuron model for
electrode placement configuration LSC-S.

Spinal Network Simulation

In the previous subsections, we showed the acute polarization effects on lumbar spinal structures
and identified the most dominant cellular target. Subsequently, we use the spinal network model
developed by Cisi and Kohn, to perform a sensitivity analysis by modulating the identified cellular
target to understand the resulting effects on a network level. We limit the analysis to effects caused
by axon terminal polarization, representing the most prominent cellular target as shown before
(fig.7). Acute, (post)synaptic effects of axon terminal polarization are known from literature [18],
reporting an EF dependent change in EPSP amplitude.
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Figure 7: The average local membrane polarization and standard deviation of the six different motoneuron
models. Shown are the polarization effects for: the soma, dendrites with distance to soma of less than 0.7mm
(indicating the majority of PIC channels and synaptic locations) and maximum dendritic polarization.
Furthermore, polarization effects are shown for the efferent and afferent axon terminals respectively. The
polarization is shown for the intended electrode positions (grey) as well as downward (green) and upward
(red) 5 cm electrode position misplacements. Note that polarization intensity is drawn on a hyperlog scale
[51], which is linear between -10-5 and 10-5 and logarithmic otherwise.

The equation that expresses synaptic connections via the postsynaptic current Isyn can be written
as:
 =   ( −

)

where  is the synaptic conductivity,  is the presynaptic voltage,

(3)


the reversal potential of

the ion species involved and  is a gain. We model synaptic modulation by changing

 . According to Rahman and co-workers, axon terminal hyperpolarization/depolarization
leads to an increase/decrease of postsynaptic EPSP amplitude [18]. We express the reported
relationship between the EF towards the axon terminal  and synaptic conductivity gain
 via a simple linear regression function:
 = 1 + 

. !
"#

$



(4)

with “synapse” being either an efferent or afferent synapse. All previous human tsDCS studies
used placement configuration 1 (figure 1, LSC-S) which we will therefore use for further analysis.
The potential distribution at motoneuron level and the direction of the resulting axon terminal
polarization for configuration LSC-S in both polarities is illustrated in figure 8. Efferent and
afferent axon fibers point in negative longitudinal and positive sagittal directions respectively. The
EF’s along both terminals are %%&' = 0.092 V/m and %%&' = -0.73 V/m. This results in
%%&',)*' = 1.00144 and %%&',)*' = 0.98848.
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Figure 8: Simulated potential
distribution in spinal cord for
configuration LSC-S in both
polarities as well as the estimated
axon terminal polarization for
efferent (E-AT) and afferent (A-AT)
axon terminals in both cases.

We subsequently utilize the spinal network model, to simulate the EMG responses with either
efferent or afferent neural input and respectively altering %%&' /%%&' . We simulate two
conditions, pulsed descending drive soleus contraction (mimicking a primary MEP response) and
the H-Reflex for varying stimulation amplitudes. We perform a sensitivity analysis of the model
output by increasing/decreasing
the
conductivity
gain
%%&' / %%&' with
values between 0.75 and 1.25 in
increments of 0.025. To
compensate for the underlying
random variables in the spinal
network model, the extracted
variables are fit to a regression
function,
given
their
corresponding
%%&' /
%%&' using the least squares
method. The regression function
is then utilized to estimate the
modulation
strength
for
,)*' .

The simulated MEP responses
for %%&' = [0.75, 1, 1.25]
are shown in figure 9A. Thereby
increasing synaptic gains result
in higher peak amplitudes and
decreasing latencies. Decreasing
synaptic gains led to the

Figure 9: Simulated motor evoked potentials (MEP) for
decreasing and increasing efferent synaptic conductivity ( =
%%&' = 1, 0.75 and 1.25) (A). Individual values for MEP
amplitude and delay as well as the estimated regression function
for both variables, with varying %%&' (B).
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Figure 10: Simulated H-Reflex
recruitment curve for varying
afferent synaptic conductivity
gains ( = %%&' ) (A) and
the left/right shift induced by
varying %%&' expressed as a
percentage
of
stimulation
intensity (B).

opposite effects. This is illustrated in figure 9B, which shows both EMG amplitude and delay as
a function of %%&' . Signal delay and %%&' followed a linear relationship,

whereas the changes in amplitude were fit to an exponential of the form +, - . For
 = %%&',)*' the resulting changes in amplitude and delay were 0.0102 % and
-0.0109 ms respectively.
The simulated H-reflex recruitment curves and a linear estimation of the resulting curve shift for
varying %%&' are illustrated in figure 10. Thereby increasing/decreasing %%&' induces a
clear left/right shift of the H-Reflex recruitment curve. This is visible in fig. 10A, which illustrates
sampled recruitment curves with %%&' equal to 0.75, 1 and 1.25 respectively. Fig. 10B
quantifies the change. For  = %%&',)*' the resulting right shift is 0.14 %.

2.4

Discussion

The goal of our work was to get a better understanding of the effects generated by lumbar transspinal DC stimulation. This included an understanding of the electric field strength, the resulting
membrane polarization in spinal motoneurons and the axon terminals of its main incoming
connections. Furthermore, we asked whether a distinct cellular target was present and the kind of
acute effects this would result in. A final question was, how important a precise placement of the
active electrode is at the motoneuron level and what consequences misplacement would result in.

2.4.1

Electric Field Distribution

We simulated the electric field in the spinal cord for three different electrode configurations. For
all three configurations the maximum EF amplitude inside the spinal cord, typically about midway
between active and return electrode, ranged from 1.29 V/m to 2.73 V/m. This is in the same
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range as previously reported by Parazzini et al. (0.81 V/m to 4.97 V/m, at a 3 mA current) for
tsDCS [14] as well as field strengths estimated for tDCS (0.15 mV/mm [17], 0.22 mV/mm [52]).
From other studies it can be concluded, that the estimated EF magnitude is also sufficient to
theoretically elicit lasting plasticity effects under the correct experimental conditions. Fritsch and
co-workers thereby used a field strength of ~0.75 mV/mm to induce steadily increasing synaptic
plasticity effects over a period of 60 minutes in slices from mouse primary motor cortex in vitro
[22]. Furthermore, stimulation safety has to be considered. With an EF magnitude of
2.73 mV/mm, a current density of 0.07371 mA/cm2 is reached in the spinal white matter. Due
to the differences in conductivity, values in the gray matter are ~10 times lower than that. The
values obtained here are therefore more than a hundred-fold lower than the safety limits for tissue
damage reported in literature [53–55]. We further note that the EF distribution reveals a spatial
pattern of cyclic in- and decrease, caused by vertebral body interference with the electric field. In
locations where the EF is generally small, this may lead to an additional unexpected decrease in
magnitude, which might influence the intervention outcome.

2.4.2

Cellular Target and Agreement with Functional Morphology

We further analyzed the acute polarization effects on six realistic spinal motoneuron models. On
the search for a possible cellular target, we followed the assumption that the level of local
membrane polarization is directly related to the resulting functional modulation. We found that
the largest polarization effects were to be expected at the axon terminals, with little to negligible
polarization at the proximal dendrites and soma (fig. 7). This is consistent over all six tested
motoneuron models. We therefore conclude, that axon terminals are likely the most dominant
cellular target in lumbar spinal DCS.
Somatic polarization is thought to be able to directly influence the generation of action potentials,
which takes place close to the axon hillock. However due to the central location of the soma, with
dendrites extending radially in all directions, the soma is not polarized. Therefore, a direct
influence on action potential generation is unlikely.
Dendrite polarization is a second source for possible functional modulation, since they are the
primary location for both, incoming synaptic terminals and channels mediating persistent inward
currents. However, the dendritic membrane polarization found here is low (< 0.17 mV). We
therefore conclude that dendritic polarization is unable to contribute to the functional modulation
effects observed after tsDCS. This is supported by the lack of functional organization that seems
to underlie dendritic and synaptic morphology. Nonetheless, in a modeling study Elbasiouny and
Mushahwar have previously shown that the effect of an imposed EF on neural firing and PIC
behavior is not directly proportional to the induced polarization. Whereas dendrite depolarization
led to a decrease, hyperpolarization did not lead to a drastic change in persistent inward current
[38]. This implies that dendrite polarization, regardless of EF orientation, is still able to lead to a
depression of motoneuron function. However, due to low dendritic membrane polarization found
by us, these mechanisms will likely have a relatively small impact compared to the effects induced
by axon terminal polarization.
The largest polarization effect occurred at the terminals of incoming axonal connections with
maxima ranging from 0.35 mV to 2.89 mV. This is several orders of magnitude larger than the
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polarization values found for other neuronal structures. The correlation of direction and function
for incoming axonal fibers [32], the dominance of axon terminal polarization (fig. 7) and the lack
of functional organization within synaptic/PIC channels on the cellular membrane therefore
implicate axon terminals to be the most likely cellular target in lumbar spinal DCS. This conclusion
is backed by previous studies which provide strong evidence that the modulatory effect caused
by DC stimulation is indeed dependent on axonal orientation with respect to the applied EF [28].

2.4.3

Electric Field Distribution and Polarization for Misplacements

Finding the correct vertebrae can sometimes be difficult, depending on subject anatomy.
Therefore, we investigated how sensitive the EF distribution is to electrode misplacements. The
results suggest that a longitudinal offset of 5 cm (ca. 1.5 vertebrae lengths) is sufficient to
substantially alter EF magnitude direction and amplitude at the intended stimulation site. This is
evident from figs. 5 and 7, showing that an upward/downward electrode misplacement may even
reverse axon terminal polarization. When considering the curvature of the electric field,
misplacements especially in cases where the stimulation site is close to the electrode may therefore
have a large effect on axon terminal polarization due to the resulting change in EF direction.
Therefore, electrode misplacement may be an important source of the variability experimentally
observed in response to tsDCS.

2.4.4

From Cellular to Network Effects

Several studies have previously investigated the effects of tsDCS on neural function. To bridge
theoretical data on a cellular level, to experimental data on a functional level is challenging. We
therefore included an intermediate step, comprising of a lumbar spinal network model [39]. The
characteristic effects obtained for both, simulated MEP and H-Reflex responses are in accordance
with what has been shown in previous studies [5,7,8]. While changing efferent synaptic
conductivity results in a modulation of the simulated MEP amplitude and latency, altering afferent
synaptic conductivity leads to a well-defined left/right shift of the H-Reflex recruitment curve
(fig. 10). However, the estimated acute changes in amplitude for both scenarios are much smaller
than the long-term changes induced by tsDCS as reported in literature.

2.4.5

Comparison between simulated acute and reported long term effects

So far, we showed that axon terminals may be the likely main cellular target for tsDCS. The acute
synaptic effects of axon terminal polarization are known from literature [18,29,30]. Additionally,
we showed that synaptic conductivity changes on a network level, result in the same type of
functional effects as the long-term effects reported by several previous tsDCS studies. It is
therefore of special interest, how axon terminal polarization - in connection with its theoretical
acute synaptic conductivity effect and the simulated spinal network responses - can be connected
to the effects reported experimentally by others. In the following, we therefore individually
compare the experimental results obtained by others to the simulations reported here.
Anodal tsDCS can result in a significant left shift of the H-Reflex recruitment curve [7,8].
Cathodal stimulation had no significant effect. For anodal tsDCS, afferent ATs are depolarized
(fig. 8A), acutely decreasing synaptic conductivity. However, network simulations imply an
increasing afferent synaptic gain to replicate the effect observed experimentally (H-Reflex left
shift). Acute synaptic terminal and long-term plasticity effects are therefore in opposite directions.
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Bocci et al. showed an increase/decrease in motor evoked potential area for cathodal/anodal
tsDCS. Modulation of MEP area can theoretically be achieved by altering motoneuron
recruitment [5]. The efferent axon terminal is depolarized/hyperpolarized for cathodal/anodal
stimulation (fig. 8), leading to a theoretical increase/decrease of synaptic conductivity. Network
simulation indicates a larger motoneuron response for increased synaptic conductivity and vice
versa. Therefore, the simulated acute synaptic changes for both polarities are in opposite direction
to the experimental results reported by Bocci et al. Winkler et al. found an increase/decrease of
post activation depression (PAD) of the H-Reflex after cathodal and anodal tsDCS respectively
[9]. PAD, is a reduction of synaptic efficacy due to decreased neurotransmitter release at a
previous activated Ia fiber-motoneuron synapse [56] and has not been shown to be susceptible to
supraspinal influences [9]. For anodal/cathodal tsDCS the afferent axon terminal is
depolarized/hyperpolarized, leading to an acute suppression/strengthening of afferent synaptic
conductivity. Thus, the reported experimental effects are again opposite to the acute synaptic
effects estimated here. Yamaguchi et al. showed a decrease in presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferents
(D1 inhibition) for anodal tsDCS. Since D1 inhibition is mediated by descending pathways via
inhibitory presynaptic connections [57], effects on the efferent pathway have to be considered.
For anodal tsDCS, the efferent axon terminal is hyperpolarized, leading to an acute synaptic
facilitation. This stands in contrast to the depression effects reported in literature.
For all discussed human studies, we therefore note a long-term plasticity effect in opposite
direction to the acute synaptic changes estimated here. A reversal of acute and after effect has
previously been observed by others. For instance, a study by Ahmed [13] showed a suppression,
during and potentiation, after DCS of cortically evoked potentials for anodal tsDCS in mice.
Switching polarities reversed the effect. Inversion of effects during versus after DCS is therefore
possible. Nonetheless, the underlying mechanisms connecting acute and longer-term plasticity
effects remain elusive and need to be well understood for rational applications of DCS in clinical
practice.

2.4.6

Practical Implications on Intervention Design

We estimated the EF strength at MN level for several configurations. The EFs appeared similar
to those reported in previous studies in vitro [22], which showed significant modulatory effects
on a cellular level. Thus, for any of the simulated electrode placements the EF is theoretically large
enough for functional modulation, given the appropriate neural target structure and neural activity.
However accurately estimating the applied electric field as we did, is vital since EF direction and
amplitude are equally important and intervention designs solely based on EF magnitude may
potentially lead to suboptimal results in application. This is especially evident when considering
the effects of electrode misplacements on axon terminal polarization (fig. 7). Thereby,
misplacement of 5 cm may lead to a change in electric field direction and thus result in a reversal
of AT polarization. This implies that interventions should be designed such that for small
misplacements, influence on EF vector angle is kept minimal, which can be achieved by either
focusing on proper electrode placement or actively misplacing the electrode in a direction for
which misplacement in the opposite direction would not lead to reversal of EF direction at the
intended stimulation target. Additionally, vertebral bodies may lead to fluctuations of EF
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magnitude. This could further be taken into account by placing the electrodes such that EF
fluctuations are small with respect to the overall EF amplitude.
We identified axon terminals to be the most dominant cellular target. It may therefore be possible
to modulate individual functional pathways, under the condition that both pathways are oriented
in a specific, no-random direction at different angles towards each other, optimally approaching
90 degrees. This may to some degree be applicable to the descending and sensory fibers in the
lumbar spinal cord such that pathway specific modulation may be feasible.

2.4.7

Limitations

We use a realistic full body, segmented, MRI model for computation of the electric field after
tsDCS stimulation. However, though being a realistic anatomical representation, the model is
subject specific. Thus, the results presented here are not quantitatively generalizable across
subjects. Nonetheless, we expect that generalization over subjects is principally possible once
knowing the individualized anatomical details.
We used realistic reconstructions of motoneurons originally obtained from cats, which may limit
generalization to human subjects. However, although quantitative differences may occur we
believe the models nonetheless provide a reasonable basis for the intended logical reasoning.
Furthermore, we represent incoming axon terminals with a straight cylindrical compartmental
model. We expect this approximation to hold for the average of all incoming axon terminals.
However, in a realistic scenario, incoming axons branch out, forming a tree-like structure of axon
terminals to form connections with local dendrites. Therefore, axon terminal polarization will
likely be distributed within a range centered around the values similar to those estimated here.

2.5

Conclusion

We show that the tsDCS induced electric field strengths at spinal motoneuron level is similar to
those that have been described for tDCS in the cortex. Furthermore, similar EF amplitudes have
previously been used in vivo and vitro to evoke significant modulation in the underlying neural
structures. We therefore conclude that the tsDCS generated EF in the spinal cord is of sufficient
strength to evoke functional modulation. Also, axon terminal polarization is expected to be the
primary cellular target, inducing the modulatory effects observed after lumbar tsDCS. However,
the expected acute synaptic efficacy changes are in opposite direction to the long-term plasticity
effects reported in literature. This emphasizes the need for a deeper understanding of the
mechanisms involved in the transition from acute to long-term plasticity effects. Furthermore, we
show that correct electrode placement is crucial for the success of the application. Possible pitfalls
such as incorrect EF alignment due to electrode misplacement should be taken into consideration
in the design of electrotherapeutic interventions. This may lead to better methods for predicting
the outcome of tsDCS.
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Abstract
Trans-spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS) is an electro-modulatory tool with possible application
in the rehabilitation of spinal cord injury. TsDCS generates a small electric field, aiming to induce
lasting, functional neuromodulation in the targeted neuronal networks. Earlier studies have shown
significant modulatory effects after application of lumbar tsDCS. However, for clinical application, a
better understanding of application specific factors is required. Our goal was to investigate the effect
of different electrode configurations using lumbar spinal tsDCS on spinal excitability. We applied
tsDCS (2.5 mA, 15 minutes) in 10 healthy subjects with three different electrode configurations: 1)
Anode and cathode placed over vertebra T11, and the posterior left shoulder respectively (LSC-S) (one
polarity), and 2) Both electrodes placed in equal distance (ED) (7cm) above and below vertebra T11,
investigated for two polarities (ED-Anodal)/Cathodal). The soleus H-Reflex is measured before,
during and after tsDCS in either electrode configuration or a sham condition. To account for genetic
predispositions in response to direct current stimulation, subject BDNF genotype was assessed.
Stimulation in configuration ED-Cathodal induced an amplitude reduction of the H-reflex, 30 minutes
after tsDCS with respect to baseline, whereas none of the other configurations led to significant post
intervention effects. BDNF genotype did not correlate with post intervention effects. Furthermore, we
failed to replicate effects shown by a previous study, which highlights the need for a better
understanding of methodological and subject specific influences on tsDCS outcome. The H-reflex
depression after tsDCS (Config. ED-Cathodal) provides new insights and may foster our understanding
of the working mechanism of tsDCS.

3.1

Introduction

The targeted application of electrotherapy to the rehabilitation of nervous system disorders has
been a lasting vision in rehabilitation research. In recent years, trans-spinal direct current
stimulation (tsDCS), a variant of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS), has received an
increasing scientific interest as a proposed novel electrotherapeutic protocol. Aiming to modulate
pathways in the Spinal Cord, tsDCS imposes a small electric field (EF) to the spinal neural circuitry.
The ultimate goal is the ability to facilitate spinal plasticity and promote rehabilitation after neural
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injury of the spinal cord, via a meaningful and targeted application of tsDCS, in combination with
established rehabilitation techniques.
Earlier research on the neural effects of DC stimulation, which originates mainly from studies on
direct current stimulation of the cortex, has revealed a collection of multiple neural working
mechanisms [1–3] depending on electric field magnitude and direction [4–6], the underlying
neuroanatomy and its alignment with the imposed EF [7–10] as well as the ongoing neural activity
[3,11–13] and genetic predispositions [3,14,15].
Consequently, previous studies which have applied tsDC-stimulation on the lumbar spinal cord,
also revealed a complex picture of its effects on the spinal motor circuitry (for a thorough
overview, see: [16]). It has been shown, that anodal tsDCS can lead to a significant increase [17],
or more specifically, a left shift of the H-reflex recruitment curve [18], whereas cathodal
stimulation had no significant effect. Also, cathodal and anodal tsDCS, were able to up- and
downregulate cortically evoked motor evoked potentials (MEPs) at lumbar spinal level
respectively [19]. Furthermore, it was shown that lumbar tsDCS has a significant modulatory
effect on spinal reflex presynaptic inhibition [20] and post-activation depression [21]. As for tDCS,
also in tsDCS genetic factors have been implicated to have an effect on the outcome of DC
stimulation protocols [14]. In particular, a polymorphism (Val66Met) of Brain-derived
Neurotropic Factor (BDNF), has been of particular interest. Thereby, Lamy and Boakye showed
that the H-reflex recruitment curve modulation after tsDCS significantly differs in carriers and
non-carriers of the BDNF Met allele [15].
For a successful application of tsDCS in a clinical setting, a better understanding of its application
specific effects is needed. This includes knowledge about proper electrode placement, the
resulting electric field at the target region and its effects on the targeted neural circuitry. Based
on studies simulating the electric field generated by transcutaneous DC stimulation, the EF-vector
for a pair of surface electrodes is expected to be largest and tangential to the skin – surface about
half-way between electrodes. Below the electrodes the EF vector will be comparably lower and
perpendicular to the skin-surface [22]. Given that the neural effect of DC stimulation is dependent
on EF strength and direction, the modulatory outcomes are expected to vary across tsDCS
protocols employing different electrode configurations. However, since all previous studies
utilized a similar electrode configuration (passive electrode on the shoulder, active electrode above
the lumbar spinal cord), current knowledge does not allow conclusions about electrode placement
specific effects of tsDCS.
In this study, our goal was therefore to investigate the effect of tsDCS on the soleus H-reflex with
three electrode configurations (fig. 1). We compared the commonly used electrode configuration
to a new bipolar electrode placement, with both electrodes placed in equal distance, above and
below the lumbar spinal cord. We measured the soleus H-Reflex before, during and after tsDCS
with both configurations and a sham condition. The commonly used placement was tested in
anodal configuration only, which had previously shown to be effective in modulating the soleus
H-Reflex [17,18]. To probe for polarity specific effects, for the new electrode placement both
anodal and cathodal configuration were investigated. We were primarily interested in the changes
in H-Reflex amplitude post-tsDCS with respect to baseline. Additionally, we tested for a
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relationship between the amplitude changes during- compared to those after tsDCS. To take into
account the possible differences in tsDCS modulatory response for BDNF met allele carriers [15],
we assessed BDNF genotype in all subjects.

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Subjects

We included 10 healthy volunteers with a mean age of 23 (range: 20 to 29) years. All participants
gave their written informed consent before data collection and the study protocol was approved
by the local ethics committee of Twente (Enschede, The Netherlands).

3.2.2

tsDCS

As announced, tsDCS was applied in two different electrode placement configurations (fig. 1).
The amplitude was 2.5 mA and the duration 15 minutes using a NeuroConn DC-Stimulator PLUS
(neuroCare Group GmbH, Munich, Germany). The electrode configurations chosen were: LSCS: Lumbar Spinal Cord (T11)- left
posterior Shoulder (fig. 1A) and ED:
Equal Distance 7 cm above and below
T11 (Lumbar Spinal Cord) (fig. 1B). LSCS was applied in anodal configuration
only, whereas for configuration ED the
effect of both polarities was investigated.
We refer to the polarity of the lower
electrode for configuration naming for all
configurations (e.g. ED-A and ED-C).
Vertebra T11 was determined via manual
palpation of the spinal processes, staring
at vertebra C7 and counting until
vertebra T11 was reached. This process
was repeated three times, with the final
position estimate determined by taking
Figure 1: Illustration of the electrode placement
configurations investigated. From left to right: A) The
the mean of the three initial estimates.
traditionally used placement with one anodal electrode
Sham stimulation, included in the utilized
centered on the lumbar spinal cord and a return
stimulation device, was achieved by
electrode placed on the left posterior shoulder (LSC-S).
applying a 110 µA pulse with a pulseB) Both electrodes placed in equal distance to the
width of 3 ms and an interval of 550 ms
lumbar spinal cord, for opposite polarities.
for a duration of 15 minutes.

3.2.3

H-reflex measurement

To determine the changes induced to the H-reflex by tsDCS in one of the three configurations,
we chose to characterize the H-reflex recruitment curve at four characteristic points (fig. 2): HReflex threshold ( ), 50% of H-reflex maximum ( % ), the point at which the
ascending part of the recruitment curve begins to settle (  ) as well as the maximum H-wave
( ). These points were chosen for their ability: 1) to reflect the anticipated changes of the HPage | 53

reflex recruitment curve (left/right shift, based on [18]), or overall amplitude modulation, as well
as 2) to sufficiently approximate the ascending part of the recruitment curve. The points were
determined from a detailed H-reflex recruitment curve, recorded at the start of each experiment.
The recruitment curve was sampled at stimulation intervals  (see: Experimental Protocol).
Thereby,  ,  and  were determined manually, with  defined as the peak
value of the average H-wave recruitment curve and  the amplitude immediately after peak
settling amplitude of the M-wave recruitment curve.  was defined as the first visible HWave, in response to a stimulus.   and  % were determined via fitting of a sigmoid
function  to the recorded recruitment curve:  =  /1 +    !% . Thereby,
" is the function slope at # % , # % the stimulus needed to evoke 50% of  ,
 the maximum value of the recruitment curve and  the corresponding stimulation
amplitude.  % and   are then defined as  %  and    respectively,
given ′′   = min ((  . For each point, the closest multiple of  was chosen as a
stimulation amplitude.
Figure 2: Overview of the distinct points
measured within the H- and M- Wave recruitment
curves: H-Reflex threshold ( ), 50% of Hreflex maximum ( % ), the point at which
the ascending part of the recruitment curve begins
to settle (  ), the maximum H wave ( )
as well as the maximum M-wave ( ).

3.2.4

EMG measurement

Bipolar, EMG was recorded using a TMSi Porti amplifier ( TMSi, Oldenzaal, NL) from the belly
of the right lateral soleus muscle with electrode centers placed approximately 3 cm apart, 4 cm
below the initiation of the gastrocnemius tendon. The sampling frequency was set to 2048
samples/s.

3.2.5

Tibial nerve stimulation

H-Reflex responses were evoked using electrical stimulation of the tibial nerve (Micromed Matrix
Light, Micromed S.p.A., Mogliano Veneto, Italy). Adhesive active-cathodal (1.5 × 1.5cm) and
return -anodal (5 × 5 cm) electrodes were placed over the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa and
above the patella respectively. The stimulation consisted of a biphasic pulse with a pulse width
of 0.5 ms and stimulation amplitudes ranging from 0 mA to 80 mA.
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3.2.6

BDNF genotyping

Saliva samples were collected (Oragene Dx, DNA Genotek Inc., Ottawa, Canada) from each
subject. Subsequently all samples were analyzed to detect the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism
using Taqman (rs6265). Additionally, BDNF concentration and sample purity (260/280) were
detected.

3.2.7

Experimental protocol

The experiment was set up in a randomized double-blind placebo controlled design, whereby
both experimenter and subject were blinded with respect to the intervention type (real or sham).
Interventions consisted of the three stimulation configurations and one sham stimulation. For
each intervention, an individual experiment was performed in a randomized order with
experiments planned with an interval of at least seven days. The configuration by which sham was
performed was randomized across subjects.
Subjects were instructed to avoid drinking coffee or consume other stimulants on the day of the
experiment. Preparatory steps before attachment of EMG and tibial nerve stimulation electrodes
included skin disinfection with alcohol, shaving and exfoliating of the desired skin section. With
the subject lying on a medical bench in a prone position, EMG electrodes and nerve stimulation
counter electrode in place, a handheld stimulation probe was used to determine the optimal
position to stimulate the tibial nerve. Indicators for an appropriate stimulation position were a
clear EMG response and visible contraction of the soleus, while excluding the contraction of
other muscles such as the tibialis anterior, to avoid stimulation of the peroneal nerve. Additionally,
an approximate H-reflex threshold was determined during this procedure, used for the
determination of the needed stimulation increment for recruitment curve sampling.
After placement of the active stimulation amplitude, the subject was comfortably seated in an
inclined medical chair, head and arms supported (Ankle angle: ~110°, Knee angle: ~150°, Hip
angle: ~120°, similar to [18]). Thereafter, the protocol was executed as shown in fig. 3, for which
the subject was instructed to remain entirely still and to avoid movement or muscle tension
throughout the course of the experiment.
As a first step, an entire recruitment curve was measured at small intervals, later used to determine
the stimulation amplitude of four relevant H-wave points (fig. 2). Starting at a stimulation
amplitude at which no response was visible, the amplitude was increased gradually in
predetermined intervals , while measuring six times at each increment.  was set according to the
previously approximated threshold amplitude. For thresholds below 10 mA, increments were set
to threshold/10, otherwise an interval of 1 mA was used. The recruitment curve was sampled
until reaching its declining portion after  , after which the amplitude was increased at larger
increments, until after the maximum M-wave was reached.
After completion of the initial curve mapping process, the stimulation amplitudes for  ,
* % ,   , * and  were identified within the recorded recruitment curve (see:
H-reflex measurement). These stimulation amplitudes were then held constant throughout the
experiment.
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After an additional baseline measurement, the tsDCS intervention was started. Post
measurements were performed immediately after (t0) and 30 minutes following the intervention
(t30). To assess the acute stimulation effects, additional measurements, two (S1) and nine minutes
(S2) in the course of the intervention, were conducted. To reduce interference with effects of
tsDCS, only  % ,   and  were measured at S1 and S2. The protocol was repeated
for each electrode configuration and a sham condition.

Figure 3: Overview of experimental protocol. At Pre-Baseline an initial recruitment curve mapping took place
to determine characteristic points within the H- and M- Wave recruitment curves (see fig. 2). After an
additional baseline measurement, the tsDCS intervention was started with an amplitude of 2.5mA and a
duration of 15 minutes. During tsDCS, the H-reflex is probed after two minutes (S1) and nine minutes (S2),
measuring only   ,  and  . Post tsDCS measurements follow immediately (t0) and 30 minutes
(t30) after the intervention.

3.2.8

Data analysis

Data processing was performed with a custom Matlab script (Matlab v.2015a, MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, USA). EMG signals were high pass filtered at 5 Hz after which H- and M- wave peak-topeak amplitudes were determined automatically. Thereafter, all amplitudes were normalized with
their corresponding  . Extreme outliers, such as null responses, were removed manually.
We expressed each obtained data point by its difference to baseline. This difference is normalized
by the value of  at baseline and therefore expressed as a fraction of initial, overall H-reflex
amplitude allowing comparison between sessions.
As an additional outcome-measure, we calculated the area below the sampled characteristic points,
which gives an indication about the curve as a whole. Again, the area was expressed as its
difference to the area calculated for its respective baseline. The resulting area difference was
normalized by the overall area at baseline.
Because H-reflex during stimulation was only measured at two sample points ( % and
  ), we also calculated the area difference to baseline restricted to the interval between
 % and   . This was done in order to compare measurements during, to those before
and after tsDCS.
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3.2.9

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics v.23 (IBM Corporation, New York,
USA). For each stimulation condition a Friedman’s one-way ANOVA was used to test for
significant effects in time and for each time interval for significant effects of stimulation
configuration. This was performed on changes in curve area and data point amplitudes at 
and  % . The significance level was set to p=0.05. Post-hoc pairwise comparison is
performed using Dunn’s–test [23] with an adjusted p-value of 0.0083. Effect size + is calculated
via + = ,⁄√2/ with / being the number (10) of subjects [24]. Furthermore, we calculate the
mean ("1 ) and interquartile range (231 ) of the absolute difference from baseline for
conditions found to be significant by post hoc comparison.
To differentiate between a recruitment curve threshold shift and overall amplitude shift, we use
Friedman repeated measures ANOVA to compare within measurement values for  % and
 for post-hoc measurements significant with respect to baseline. We thereby assume that a
change in recruitment curve threshold, which is visible in a left or right shift of the recruitment
curve, will result in a significantly larger amplitude change measured at # % compared to
those at # . Consequently, an overall amplitude decrease will result in no significant difference
between the changes at  % and  .
Furthermore, correlation analysis is used to rule out that changes in H wave could be attributed
to a change in  . In order to investigate differences between genotype groups, a KruskalWallis test is performed for each measurement in which a significant difference was found, with
the genotype as between group factor. For conditions across which a significant difference was
found, we assess two-tailed Pearson and Spearman correlations by using the area between the
corresponding measurement and baseline in a range from  % to   .

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Subject safety

Throughout the course of the study, all subjects underwent the experiments without adverse
effects, neither during or after the applied tsDCS, nor during the tibial nerve stimulation.

3.3.2

Changes in H-reflex

A typical measurement for an exemplary subject, including sampled H- and M-wave datapoints
and average EMG traces at  % , for condition ED-C is illustrated in Figure 4. An overview
of all H-Reflex datapoints, expressed as a percentage difference of  at baseline, for all
subjects and conditions is shown in figure 5. The total area, as a percentage difference of the area
at baseline (see also fig. 4.), quantifies the overall change (see fig. 6), whereas differences in mean
datapoint amplitudes for  and  % (fig. 5) can be interpreted as changes in overall
amplitude and threshold respectively.
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Figure 4: For an exemplary subject (A) all average H- and M- Wave datapoints are shown. For clarity, the
figure exemplifies the area between a corresponding measurement and baseline. (B) Average EMG traces at
  for configuration ED-C.

Figure 5: Overview of all differences to baseline, as a percentage of the corresponding  at baseline, for
all configurations and measurements. The inlays show the average trend over all subjects with respect to a
generic s-function representing baseline. Significant differences with respect to pre-intervention
measurements arose for configuration ED-C, 30 minutes after intervention (last column).
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Responses to the different stimulation paradigms show high inter and intra subject variability.
The changes observed for all sham measurements and those obtained during curve mapping
before baseline give an indication of the natural changes that can be expected without intervention.
Thereby the fluctuation in changes in area for all combined pre-baseline and sham measurements
normalized by their baseline had an interquartile range of 21 %. Similarly, for  : IQR=13 %,
and  % : IQR=45 %. Across subjects, most post-intervention changes are within the
amplitude range of effects observed without intervention, as visible in figs. 5 and 6.
For configurations LSC-S and ED-A, observed changes lie within the same standard deviation
range as the sham condition. Furthermore, for both stimulation conditions, responses in either
direction are visible, resulting in no statistically significant net-change with respect to baseline (tab.
1). Similarly, for the sham condition, responses in both directions resulted in no statistically
significant changes with respect to baseline.

Figure 6: Difference areas between baseline and pre-baseline as well as post tsDCS (t0 and t30) for all
subjects. Rows/Bars within each graph correspond to the measured subjects. Additionally, the subject
genotype is color coded: Val/Val=Blue, Val/Met=Green. Significant differences to pre-tsDCS
measurements are detected for configuration ED-C at time t30.
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Table 1: Statistical analysis of general differences within conditions and measurement times, across conditions,
after Friedman repeated measures analysis.
Significance
Configuration
Area Difference

4567

456789%

0.51
0.66
0.033*
0.26

0.16
0.24
0.001***
0.54

0.51
0.073
0.033*
0.15

Pre-Baseline
t0

0.16
0.06

0.39
0.05*

0.78
0.52

t30

0.095

0.06

0.78

LSC-S
ED-A
ED-C
Sham
Measurement Time

(p ≤ 0.05) *, (p ≤ 0.01) **, (p ≤ 0.001) ***

For configuration ED-C, differences in curve area (fig. 6) as well as data points  % and
 (fig. 5) reveal clear tsDCS effects post-intervention compared to baseline. This is indicated
by overall significant changes in area (χ2(3) = 8.76, p=0.033),  (χ2(3) = 16.56, p=0.001) and
 % (χ2(3) = 8.76, p=0.033). Post hoc analysis reveals a significant difference of t30 to prebaseline ( : Z=1.8, p=0.011, r = 0.4, "1 = 0.15, 231 = 0.19) and baseline (area: Z=1.7,
p=0.019, r= 0.38, "1 = 0.22, 231 = 0.24;  : Z=2.2, p<0.001, r= 0.49, "1 =0.15,
231 = 0.19;  % : Z=1.7, p=0.019, r=0.38, "1 = 0.4, 231 = 0.24) measurements.
To constrain the character of the observed recruitment curve changes, we compared the data
points at  % with those at  , within configuration ED-C at time t30. Thereby no
significant differences were found (p=0.114). Thus, the population trend with respect to baseline
for condition ED-C appears to be an overall H-reflex decrease instead of a curve shift to the right,
revealed by a significant decrease in area,  % and  .
The observed effects in  % ,  and curve area could not be explained by changes in
nervous excitation during tibial nerve stimulation as changes in these measures were unrelated to
changes in  . We also explored whether changes during tsDCS (measurements S1 and S2)
were predictive for changes post intervention. However, from correlation analysis it appeared that
this was not the case.
Testing for time effects across configurations, Friedman’s test reveals differences in  for
measurements at t0 (χ2(3) = 7.8, p=0.05). However, whereas the highest difference was found
between configuration ED-A and sham (Z=-1.4, p=0.09), post hoc pairwise comparisons did not
lead to significant results. Furthermore, analysis reveals a notable statistical trend (χ2(3) = 7.56,
p=0.06) across conditions at time t30.
To explain the high variability across subjects, BDNF genotype was tested. Thereby, 5 out of 10
subjects were tested positive for the Vall66Met polymorphism. The corresponding subjects’
genotype is included by coloring the bars in figure 6. Generally, there is no consistent difference
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in stimulation response between genotype groups. For conditions exhibiting significant
differences compared to baseline, Kruskal-Wallis’ test reveals no significant differences between
the responses exhibited by the two genotype groups. Thus, the high intersubject variability, which
remains within genotype groups, cannot be explained by or, otherwise stated, prohibits
explanation of an effect of subject genotype.

3.4

Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate electrode placement specific changes of lumbar transspinal direct current stimulation on the soleus H-reflex before, during and after intervention. We
introduced a new electrode placement configuration (ED), which generates an electric field vector
dominant in longitudinal direction at lumbar spinal motoneuron level, by placing both electrodes
equidistant above and below the lumbar spinal cord [22]. We show that the newly introduced
electrode configuration (ED-C) was able to induce significant changes to the approximated Hreflex recruitment curve 30 minutes after intervention. This was indicated by a significant and
consistent depression of  ,  % and area. The equal distance placement in anodal setting
(ED-A) had no significant effect, which confirms the polarity dependency often observed in DC
stimulation protocols. Additionally, the effects observed post tsDCS were unrelated to the
deviations from baseline measured during DC stimulation. Strikingly, we were not able to observe
the effects previously reported for configuration LSC-S (Lumbar Spinal Cord – Shoulder), which
had been shown to induce a significant left shift of the H-reflex recruitment curve [18].
The specific post intervention response to stimulation with configuration ED-C appears to be an
overall amplitude reduction of the H –reflex, indicated by a relative decrease in  ,  %
and area. This is qualitatively different from the left shift reported after anodal tsDCS (LSC-S) in
previous studies and may consequently indicate the involvement of different working mechanisms.
Cellular targets of lumbar spinal DCS that have been suggested by previous studies, are the Iamotoneuron synapse [17,18,22], Ia-presynaptic inhibition [20] or channels mediating persistent
inward current excitability [25].
We argue, that conductivity changes at the Ia-motoneuron synapse seem less likely, as this would
lead to a left shift or right shift of the H-Reflex recruitment curve, not an amplitude modulation
[22]. Thus, also changes in Ia-presynaptic inhibition appear unlikely. It can however not be
excluded, that the observed effect in H-Reflex reduction could in part be caused by a
downregulation of Ca2+ persistent inward current. Elbasiouny and Mushahwar investigated the
effect of motoneuron polarization on spinal motoneuron firing and PIC modulation [25]. Thereby
a constant EF was able to directly surpress motoneuron firing by reducing Ca2+ current. In
analogy to that, the tsDCS generated electric field in this study, could have led to a similar
polarization profile of the lumbar spinal motoneurons [22], which may in turn have resulted in a
downregulation of motoneuron activity.
In an effort to understand inter-individual response differences, we investigated the relationship
between tsDCS acute and after effects as well as differences in BDNF genotype. To test the
relationship between acute and after effects, we correlated the conditions found to be significant,
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to the changes from baseline measured during tsDCS within the same experiment. However, no
relationship was detected.
A possible reason that a relation between acute and long-term effects was not found in this study,
could be that the stimulation intensities usually used for human subjects were too low to elicit
measurable acute effects. This is different in animal and in in-vitro DC experiments, which show
measurable acute effects during DC stimulation, which scale with stimulation intensity [26,27].
The relationship between DCS acute and after effects is complex, as shown by Ahmed [27],
whereby MEP evoked muscle twitches in the hindlimb where inversed during, compared to after
tsDCS. Furthermore, this directional relationship was altered by associative stimuli during tsDCS.
Genetic dependencies for the response to tsDCS have been shown for Met allele carriers of brain
derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) (Val66Met polymorphism) [15,28]. However, BDNF
genotyping in our subject population reveals that the level of variability remains within the two
genotype groups and thus no statistical difference between the responses exhibited by the two
subject groups was found. This does however not rule out the influence of other genetic
dependencies [28].
We did not observe a consistent recruitment curve left shift after tsDCS with configuration LSCS, as reported previously [18]. Based on Lamy et al., we had expected a substantial increase of
 % with respect to baseline (for configuration LSC-S at time T30). However, with a mean
difference from baseline for  % of -6.3 % (95 % CI [-20.81 %, 8.26 %]), the population
response observed here is substantially different from that. However, this is in line with
observations by Hubli et al., who showed no significant modulatory effects after anodal tsDCS
tested in healthy individuals [17]. We therefore assume that the absence of a modulatory effect
after tsDCS in configuration LSC-S, must be attributed to experimental and/or subject-specific
factors.
The two main methodological differences between the protocol used here and the one of Lamy
et al., are the amount of measurements taken during tsDCS as well as sample size. For the former,
Lamy et al. sampled two complete H-reflex recruitment curves during tsDCS at a stimulus
frequency of 0.33 Hz, and a measurement time of 3-4 minutes for each curve. In contrast to that,
we intentionally reduced the number of measurements during tsDCS, to prevent interactions with
the artificially induced neural activity and therefore influence intervention outcome. With each
measurement lasting approximately 1-2 minutes (thus overall 2-4 minutes during tsDCS), the
amount of induced neural activity was substantially lower as compared to the protocol performed
by Lamy et. al (6-8 minutes during tsDCS). Along this line, Hubli and colleagues did not measure
during tsDCS and stimulation was applied during rest, thus reducing neural activity during DC
stimulation to a resting level [17]. Since the outcome of DC stimulation is thought to be neural
activity dependent [3], the agreement of our results with those reported by Hubli et al. [17] and
the discrepancies with those observed by Lamy et al. may be explained via the differences in
induced neural activity during tsDCS.
With regards to sample size, we included a smaller number of subjects (10) compared to Lamy et
al. (17), which may suggest limited statistical power to show an otherwise significant effect.
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However, based on the mentioned population mean for  % , 30 minutes after tsDCS with
configuration LSC-S, the responses obtained here are substantially different from those reported
by Lamy et al. Furthermore, our results agree with those of Hubli et al., who had included the
same number of subjects (17) as Lamy et al. Out of these reasons, it is unlikely that sample size is
able to account for the mentioned differences in intervention outcome.

3.5

Conclusion

The presented results are a further step towards forming a basic understanding of tsDCS and may
potentially contribute to a more targeted application in the future. In the light of the knowledge
obtained by others, the overall reduction of the H-reflex after stimulation with configuration EDC indicates that by changing EF direction with respect to the target structure the network response
can be changed. This implies that different cellular targets may be dominant depending on EF
orientation, which is in line with current state of the art knowledge. Against our expectations, we
were not able to observe the same recruitment-curve left shift for configuration LSC-S as
previously reported by others, which could be accounted for by methodological or subject specific
differences as discussed. In addition to the depression effects discussed earlier, this highlights the
complexity of the underlying mechanisms, which have to be understood before tsDCS can find
its way into clinical application.
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Abstract
Trans- spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS) is a neuromodulatory tool with potential application
to injuries or dysfunctions of the spinal cord, whereby recent studies have shown that tsDCS may be
able to modulate the networks of the corticospinal pathways. When aiming to apply tsDCS in a
rehabilitation setting, the utilized protocol needs to be tailored to achieve optimal stimulation effects.
Motivated by similar studies in the brain, we therefore investigated whether the effect of tsDCS
depends on the task that is performed during the stimulation. Real and sham tsDCS were applied during
rest and while active in ten healthy subjects. TsDCS was applied in cathodal configuration (cathode
above T11, anode on left shoulder) at 2.5mA and 15 minutes duration. Changes of the spinal reflex
pathways were assessed by measuring the H-reflex during standing and walking before, five minutes
after (T5) and 30 minutes after tsDCS (T30). Our results show, that the H-reflex amplitude was
significantly more modulated, when compared to sham, at time T30 when tsDCS was applied while
active. This was the case for both, the H-reflex measured during standing and walking. However, the
direction of modulation was inconsistent across subjects, with post-tsDCS responses being either
suppressed or increased depending on a subject specific basis. Our results suggest that a larger effect
size is to be expected when tsDCS is paired with ongoing neural activity in the stimulated target region.
The directional inconsistency across subjects highlights the importance of a more thorough screening
of the influence of protocol and subject specific variables on the intervention outcome.

4.1

Introduction

Transcutaneous Spinal Direct Current Stimulation (tsDCS) is a non-invasive neurostimulation
technique to modulate spinal cord neuronal networks [1]. During tsDCS, a small, constant electric
field is applied to the desired spinal pathways, aiming to induce a lasting, functional change to the
targeted neural circuitry. Due to its neuromodulatory characteristics, tsDCS may therefore be
beneficial for the rehabilitation of disorders or damage of the spinal cord.
Spinal cord injury typically leads to the dysfunction of corticospinal- and spinal network function.
Depending on the severity and location of the injury, resulting symptoms may include a decrease
in voluntary motor control, spasticity, or the loss of certain organ functions [2]. Previous research
has shown, that transcutaneous- spinal DCS can have significant effect on the spinal neural
networks, including lumbar spinal reflexes [3,4] as well as ascending [5] and descending
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corticospinal connections [6] (for a thorough overview, see: [7]). Since both, ascending and
descending pathways may be damaged in patients with spinal cord injuries (SCIs) and spinal
reflexes are often increased [8,9], tsDCS may therefore be a promising tool to promote
rehabilitation after SCIs.
However, before tsDCS can be used appropriately in clinical practice, more should be known
about its influencing factors and the optimal way of application [1]. Previous studies have shown,
that the effects of DC stimulation on the nervous system may depend on electric field strength
and direction [10–12], neural activity during stimulation [13–18], morphology of the targeted
neural circuitry [19] and genetic predisposition [10,20,21]. For the latter, specific genetic
dependencies where detected for genotypes of brain-derived-neurotrophic-factor (BDNF), which
result in different post tsDCS modulation effects of the H-reflex recruitment curve [20]. In other
words, the resulting modulatory effects may be significantly different (e.g. in direction or
amplitude), or non-existent, across tsDCS protocols for different electric field strengths, neural
activities or other aforementioned factors.
To improve the control of tsDCS protocols, this study focusses on the dependency of tsDCS
outcome on the neural activity during stimulation. This dependency is referred to as activityselectivity, which is the preferential modulation of a neuronal network that is already active, while
not modulating separate neuronal networks that are inactive [10]. Indications that such
dependencies exist, have been shown for transcutaneous DC stimulation applied to the brain (in
the form of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation, or tDCS) and spinal cord [13–16,22], as well
as in-vitro and animal experiments [17,23]. For example, Kim et al. showed a two-fold increase in
MEP amplitude after combining anodal tDCS with voluntary grip exercise, compared to anodal
tDCS or grip exercise alone [22]. Furthermore, various animal and in-vitro studies show a similar
trend [10,17,23].
Based on these results, we hypothesized that a similar task-dependency might be observed for
tsDCS. Specifically, we were interested in whether a larger modulatory effect could be expected,
when lumbar- tsDCS is applied during walking compared to tsDCS during rest. The two
conditions were chosen due to their contrast in ongoing neural activity, which is expected to be
substantially lower during rest compared to walking.
The modulation effect on spinal excitability was measured by using the H-reflex during standing
and walking. TsDCS was applied in a real or sham condition, during either lying or walking. We
also tested BDNF genotype, a known genetic dependency [20], to counteract possible between
subject differences.

4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Subjects

Ten healthy subjects (22.8±2.2 years, 7 women and 3 men) participated in this study. The study
was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee Twente (Enschede, The Netherlands) and
subjects signed an informed consent after receiving verbal and written information.
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4.2.2

Study design and protocol

The experimental protocol was randomized double-blind and placebo controlled, whereby both
experimenter and subject were blinded with respect to the applied stimulation (real or sham).
Each subject participated in four experiments, with a minimum inter-session-interval of 72 hours.
In each experiment, real or sham tsDCS was applied during one of the two tasks: 1) at rest, lying
in a supine position, or 2) actively walking at a speed of 2.5 km/h. Five subjects received tsDCS
during walking in experiment one and two, whereas the other five subjects received tsDCS during
rest in sessions one and two.
At the beginning of each experiment, the EMG level at maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)
and the resting EMG amplitude during standing (target EMG) were measured (fig. 1). These were
used to determine an appropriate EMG background activity level for the H-reflex measurements
during standing. Thereafter, the H-reflex recruitment curve was measured during both standing
and walking, succeeded by a five minutes period of rest. Subsequent measurements were
conducted before (baseline), five minutes after (T5) and 30 minutes after (T30) tsDCS.

Figure 1: Overview of the experimental protocol. At the beginning of each experiment, maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC), the average background EMG activity during standing (target EMG) as well as the Hreflex recruitment curve (RC) were measured during standing and walking respectively. Thereafter, a baseline
measurement was conducted, after which the tsDCS intervention was applied for a duration of 15 minutes.
Post measurements were conducted five (T5) and 30 minutes (T30) after tsDCS. The measurements at baseline,
T5 and T30 consist of sampling the H-wave and maximum M-wave during standing and walking.

4.2.3

Transcutaneous spinal direct current stimulation

TsDCS was delivered using a DC stimulator (Magstim DC-stimulator
PLUS, Carmarthenshire, Wales UK) at a current of 2.5 mA and a duration
of 15 minutes. This resulted in a current density of 0.07 mA/cm2 and a total
charge of 0.064 C/cm2, which is far below the
limits for tissue damage (14.29 mA/cm2 and
Figure 2: Location of the
5.24 C/cm2) [24]. For the sham condition small
tsDCS electrodes on the
current pulses of 110 µA were applied at a 550
upper left arm (anode)
and half way between
ms interval (110 µA for 15 ms) resulting in an
vertebrae
Th11 and
average current of 2 µA, shown to result in no
Th12
(cathode).
therapeutic effect [25].
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Before the tsDCS electrodes were placed, the skin was cleaned with alcohol. The electrodes (5 cm
x 7 cm) were covered with saline-soaked sponges and the cathode was positioned longitudinally
on the midpoint between the spinous processes of the 11th and 12th thoracic vertebrae [4] (fig.2).
The anode was placed on the upper left arm (lateral deltoid muscle). This configuration was
chosen based on a previous study that reported a significant change of motor evoked potentials
(MEPs) after applying cathodal tsDCS [6]. The electrodes were taped down and a rubber strap
was used to ensure that the cathode was firmly attached to the skin.

4.2.4

EMG recording

A differential surface EMG electrode was used to record reflexes from the soleus muscle of the
dominant leg. Before electrode attachment, the skin was shaved, scrubbed and cleaned with
alcohol. The electrode was placed on the dominant leg, distal to the belly of the medial
gastrocnemius and medial to the Achilles tendon [26]. The reference electrode was placed on the
lateral malleolus. Using an analog signal amplified (Bagnoli-16, Delsys, Boston, USA), the EMG
signal was bandwidth filtered with cutoff frequencies at 20Hz and 450 Hz, amplified (1000x) and
sampled at a rate of 2000 samples/s.

4.2.5

Maximal voluntary contraction and target EMG level

During maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) the subject was seated on an adjustable chair and
the dominant leg was fixed in a frame, which enabled isometric plantarflexion against a static
resistance. The hip, knee and ankle angle were approximately 90 degrees. Three isometric MVC
contractions were performed with a break of one minute between the subsequent trials. The
subject was instructed to increase the force until a maximum was reached, hold it for three
seconds and then relax. The mean value of the highest rectified EMG signal within a 100 ms
window was calculated for each trial. The maximum of the three trials was taken as the MVC.
The H-reflex during standing was measured by controlling the neural background activity in form
of muscle activation (see below). The EMG level at which this was done is referred to here as the
"target EMG level". To determine the target EMG level, the EMG signal was measured during
one minute of quiet standing. For this, the subject was instructed to stand at ease, hold the arms
by the side. The feet were separated by a distance approximately corresponding to pelvic width
[8,27]. The average of the filtered and rectified EMG signal over one minute was used as the target
EMG level for the H-reflex measurements during standing.

4.2.6

Tibial nerve stimulation

For eliciting the H-reflex, a circular cathode electrode (diameter 20 mm, Plaquette, Technomed
Europe, The Netherlands) was placed above the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa. The optimal
electrode position was determined by palpating the skin with a hand-held electrode probe,
stimulating at low intensities while the subject was standing. Proper electrode positioning was
indicated by an H-reflex that could be evoked at low intensities, without the occurrence of an Mwave [28]. The anode (41 × 41 mm2, TENS electrode, Maxpatch, UK) was placed proximal to
the patella. A constant current stimulator (Digitimer DS7A, Hertfordshire, UK) was used to
generate monophasic pulses with a stimulus width of 500 µs and an inter-stimulus interval varying
randomly between four and seven seconds.
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4.2.7

H-reflex recording

At the beginning of each experiment, detailed recruitment curves of the H-reflex and M-wave
were measured, to determine the stimulation intensities needed for the succeeding H-reflex
measurements. Starting below the H-reflex threshold, the stimulus intensity was increased in steps
of 1 mA until reaching the maximum H-wave ( ). If the threshold to elicit an H-reflex was
lower than 10 mA, steps of 10% of the threshold were applied. After reaching  , the stimulus
intensity was increased in steps of 5 mA until the maximum M-wave ( ) was reached. Four
stimuli were applied for each stimulation intensity and separate recruitment curves were measured
during standing and walking.
For the subsequent pre- and post-intervention outcome, the H-reflex was measured during
standing and walking, respectively (
and   ). For both conditions, standing and
walking, the corresponding stimulation amplitudes were chosen at an intensity that would result
in an H-wave with an amplitude of 50%  . This was determined based on the initially
recorded recruitment curves and allowed to monitor facilitation and depression of the H-reflex.
The M-wave was monitored during the experiment, to ensure consistent nerve stimulation [29].
Therefore, if no M-wave was visible at the stimulus intensity that elicited an H-reflex of 50%
 , a higher stimulus intensity was chosen with the strength between for 50%  and for
 .
In addition to the H-wave,  was measured for normalization in each measurement block
during standing and walking, respectively. The stimulation intensity to elicit  was chosen
based on the recruitment curve for the M-wave at the point where the M-wave curve reached a
plateau. Five stimuli were given at this intensity.
All measurements during standing were conducted with a background EMG level of the
predetermined target EMG level ± 8% EMG level at MVC, which was achieved on visual screen
judgement.
During walking, the H-reflex was elicited during mid-stance, at 35% of the gait cycle [30–32]
which was determined based on detected heel contacts. This was done by measuring vertical
ground reaction forces during walking on a split-belt, instrumented treadmill (Y-Mill, Force Link,
Culemborg, The Netherlands). Heel strikes were detected by using a threshold of 10 N [33].
To counteract possible variations in stimulation intensity at the tibial nerve, the M-wave was
monitored in the course of the experiment and the stimulation intensity was adjusted if the Mwave did not stay within the range of the target M-wave ± 5 %  for four out of five stimuli
[34]. The target M-wave was defined as the average M-wave that was measured during the
recruitment curve measurements at the chosen intensity.

4.2.8

BDNF genotyping

Saliva samples were collected from each subject (Oragene Dx, DNA Genotek Inc., Ottawa,
Canada) and all samples were analyzed using Taqman (rs6265) to determine BDNF genotype.
Additionally, BDNF concentration and sample purity (260/280) were measured.
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4.2.9

Data analysis

The peak-to-peak value was calculated for the H-reflex and M-Wave in Matlab2014b (Mathworks,
Natick, USA) and averaged for each subject. The average peak-to-peak value was normalized with
the  within the same measurement block. Subsequently, the change of each measurement
was expressed as a percentage of baseline (  ), by subtracting the amplitude at baseline from
the amplitude at T5 or T30 and dividing by the baseline amplitude (for instance:
 ,
  = (
  − 
   )/
   ). As
an additional outcome measure variant, expressing only modulatory effect amplitude, we
calculated the absolute difference from baseline (|  |).
Due to the presence of outliers and unequal variances in the obtained data, a robust paired t-test
(Yuen-Welch-test) [35–37] was utilized for statistical analysis, which was implemented and
performed in R (version 3.4.1). The Yuen-Welch-test was chosen for its robustness in the
presence of outliers or other nonnormalities [35,37]. This is achieved by using the trimmed mean,
with a trimming factor of 0.2. We therefore, pairwise compared each of the included stimulation
conditions and timepoints, to its corresponding sham counterpart using Yuen-Welch-test. The
significance level was set to 0.05. This was conducted for 1) the normalized difference from
baseline (  ), to test for directionally coherent modulation, as well as 2) for the absolute
normalized difference from baseline (|  |), to test for differences in only effect size.
For conditions shown to be significantly modulated with respect to sham, additional statistics
were performed. Since we assumed that significant changes induced by tsDCS would be visible
in the H-reflex during walking and standing, we assessed the correlation for changes in  
between standing and walking. To further exclude a significant influence of other factors on the
soleus H-reflex amplitude, e.g. changes in neural activation or electrode position, we correlated
  with the corresponding normalized difference from baseline for  and the
background EMG level. Data points initially flagged as outliers, or those that had a Mahalanobis
distance >1.5*IQR were excluded from correlation analysis. The Mahalanobis distance [38] is a
standardized distance measure widely applied for outlier detection [39]. It measures the distance
between a single data vector and the vector of means of all the variables (centroid) [38].
To investigate possible genetic dependencies of the Val66Met BDNF genotype, we directly
compared the responses of the two genotype groups using the normalized difference from
baseline, via an independent samples t-test. This was performed for all conditions, earlier shown
to be significant.

4.3

Results

Subjects underwent all tsDCS stimulation procedures without adverse side effects. Representative
examples of EMG traces for  ,
and  ,  can be seen in figure 3.
With regards to data quality, the amplitudes of  and the M-wave during standing and walking
remained approximately constant with interquartile ranges (IQR) of #$%&'(),*+(,-.,/ = 8% and
#$%&'(),2(34.,/ = 7,5% as well as #$%&7

8*+(,-.,/

= 1% and #$%&7

82(34.,/

= 1,3% (all

expressed with respect to the amplitude of  at baseline). Similarly, the average background
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EMG levels during standing and walking varied with #$%;&<*+(,-.,/ = 3.7% and
#$%;&<>(34.,/ = 6% (expressed as a percentage of the average EMG during MVC).

Figure 3: Example of EMG traces for all
measurements in one subject. t0 indicates
the time of the stimulus.

4.3.1

Changes of the H-reflex

The relative changes of 

, 

in an exemplary subject are illustrated in figure 4. The

particular example suggests an increased  ,  after applying real tsDCS during walking
and lying, while the H-reflex for both sham conditions appears to have been comparably more
stable. The increasing trends observed after tsDCS during walking are similar to what can be seen
on a group level.
Considering the data of all subjects, general
trends are visible. Primarily, the data suggests
an increase in variability in   , after
tsDCS was applied during walking. This can
be interpreted as an increase in absolute Hreflex amplitude compared to baseline and
sham (fig. 5A). The H-reflex further appears
to be increased for both real as well as sham
stimulation, when applied during lying. In
addition to that, the data is characterized by
the presence of a number of extreme outliers,
which are mainly observed in recordings
performed during standing (fig. 5).

Figure 4: Results for the H-reflex during walking in
one subject. The data is normalized by baseline and
traces show the average of 10 samples.

The results of Yuen-Welch’s-test for both,
  and |  |, are summarized in table
1. Analyzing  ,
and  ,  , no significant differences from sham can be
detected. Consequently, tsDCS resulted in no directionally coherent shift in mean H-reflex
amplitude across subjects.
However, analysis of |  | suggest that the H-reflex was modulated significantly more
compared to sham 30 minutes after tsDCS was applied during walking. This is indicated by a
significant increase in @

,

@ and @

, 

@ at T30 after tsDCS while being
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active compared to their corresponding sham condition for both 
p=0.01) and 

,

, 

(t(5)= 3.85,

(t(5)= 2.73, p=0.04) (see fig. 5B).

Figure 5: Boxplots of all H-reflex measurements and conditions. A) shows the “normalized difference from
baseline”, which is the percentual change with respect to baseline. B) is the “absolute normalized difference
from baseline”, which is the absolute value of (A) and therefore shows only modulation amplitude without
considering directionality.
Significant correlation (rP=0.74, p=0.021), * significant at p < 0.05, ** significant at p < 0.01

Figure 6: Individual subject values for the normalized difference to baseline (  ) for the H-reflex
measurements during standing ( ,
) and walking ( ,  ), 30 minutes after (T30) real or
sham tsDCS was applied during walking. The values of both measurements were significantly correlated
(rP=0.74, p=0.021) after real tsDCS (Outliers excluded from correlation analysis based on Mahalanobis
distance).
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Subsequent Pearson correlation analysis revealed that  ,
and  , 
at time
T30, when tsDCS was administered during walking, are significantly correlated (rP=0.74, p=0.021)
(fig. 5 and fig. 6). As a counter-test, we correlated  , 
and  ,
for the same condition and time after sham tsDCS, which led to no significant outcome
(rP=0.42, p=0.25) (fig. 6). Furthermore, within the same condition no significant dependencies
were observed for each,  ,
and  , 
correlated with their corresponding
changes of  and background EMG level.
With regards to the performed genetic analysis, BDNF Vall66Met genotype distribution was as
follows: Val/Val: 6 subjects, Val/Met: 3 subjects, Met/Met: 1 subject. Subsequent analysis,
conducted for  ,  and  ,
(real tsDCS, T30), did however not reveal a
significant modulation difference between genotype groups.
Table 1: Results of Yuen-Welch’s-test on the H-reflex normalized difference- (   ) and absolute
normalized difference from baseline (|  |) (see fig. 5). Each condition and timepoint was compared to
its corresponding sham condition.
Normalized difference from
baseline (ABCDE):

H-reflex during standing

H-reflex during walking

t(5)

p-value

t(5)

p-value

T5

-1.16

0.29

0.03

0.97

T30

0.4

0.7

0.15

0.88

Task

tsDCS while active

Time

Task

tsDCS during rest

Time

T5

-0.57

0.59

-0.44

0.67

T30

0.61

0.56

-0.05

0.95

Absolute normalized difference
from baseline (|ABCDE |):
Task

tsDCS while active

Time

T5

-0.13

0.89

1.76

0.13

T30

2.73

0.04*

3.85

0.01**

Task

tsDCS during rest

Time

T5

-0.57

0.59

-0.86

0.42

T30

-0.14

0.89

-0.71

0.50

* significant at p < 0.05, ** significant at p < 0.01

4.4

Discussion

The goal of this study, was to determine whether applying tsDCS during walking could induce a
larger modulation effect on the soleus H-reflex, as compared to tsDCS applied during rest. The
outcome is twofold. On the one hand, cathodal lumbar tsDCS during walking was able to
significantly alter the soleus H-reflex amplitude 30 minutes after intervention, compared to the
sham condition. On the other hand, this modulation was not directionally coherent across
subjects. Whereas in some subjects a decrease was observed, the H-reflex was increased in others.
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This led to insignificant differences in population means when modulation-direction was taken
into account.
The strength of this result is supported by the fact that the amplitudes of both H-reflex measures
during walking and standing were significantly different from sham. Furthermore, the directional
changes within subjects were significantly correlated with each other across the two different
measures (fig. 6). This can be regarded as evidence that our results are not coincidental, since the
detected changes are visible and directionally coherent within subjects in both H-reflex measures.
Furthermore, these modulatory effects were not correlated with variations in background EMG
or the maximum M-wave of the corresponding condition. Therefore, there is no evidence that
these changes occurred due to other influences, such as alterations in electrode-nerve connection
or voluntary activity level.
The results are in line with the concept of activity-selectivity, which hypothesizes that ongoing
activity in a network makes it sensitive to modulation by DC stimulation [10]. Furthermore, they
agree with work done by others, which suggests that the modulatory effects of DC stimulation
are highly influenced by the neural activity during the intervention. This has been shown in animal
studies for tsDCS [23], DC stimulation in vivo [17] as well as tDCS in human subjects [13–16].
Whereas, to our knowledge this is the first study that investigated the activity dependency for
tsDCS in the lumbar spinal cord, a particularly similar study by Kim et al. demonstrated that a
combination of tDCS and voluntary grip exercises was more effective in increasing MEP
amplitude, as compared to anodal tDCS or voluntary grip exercise alone [22].
As mentioned, these changes were not consistent in directionality across subjects. This implies
that, although modulation magnitude was enhanced for tsDCS during walking, other components
of the protocol were inadequate to foster response consistency across subjects. Based on what is
known to influence stimulation outcome, many such factors exist [10]. Inconsistent responses
across subjects are a common observation in human direct current stimulation studies [40]. In
accordance to the data presented here, other studies, mainly using transcranial- DCS, report a
poor response consistency across subjects [40–43] or within subjects across sessions [42,44].
Often, different subject groups are identified, such as responders and non-responders [40,44], or
responders in both positive- and negative- directions [42]. In both scenarios, the resulting overall
effect decreases or may vanish when response differences across subjects are not considered
specifically. This can be achieved by identifying population sub-groups, or including the analysis
of absolute changes such as we did here.
One possible source of variation shown by others [20,21,45], are the different polymorphisms of
BDNF due to its involvement in neuroplasticity and synapse function [46–48]. However, our
analysis does not show such a clear dependency for the data presented here. Nonetheless, since
genetic influences have shown to be important in regulating electromodulatory responses [21] it
cannot be excluded that there are other genetic factors, that have an influence on tsDCS effects.

4.4.1

Clinical and scientific implications

In recent years, electrotherapeutic therapies for injuries of the spinal cord have received growing
attention. Particularly invasive, pulsed stimulation techniques, applied in combination with
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intensive manual therapy, have led to the successful restoration of some voluntary movement
control in a limited number of human subjects.
Since tsDCS has shown to be able to modulate corticospinal circuitry, the technique could
possibly be considered as a non-invasive counterpart to the mentioned invasive approaches. Part
of the appeal of DC stimulation are its ease of application, as well as the high tolerability due to
the relatively low stimulation intensity.
However, a challenging question is how tsDCS must be applied in a rehabilitation setting. We
attempted to contribute to this question with this study. In conformity with previous research
[10], our results suggest that increased neural activity in the targeted pathways during direct
current stimulation can create favorable conditions for fostering long term plasticity changes and
thus lead to larger post intervention effects. For the application in a neurorehabilitation setting,
this suggests that tsDCS should be paired with meaningful functional movements such as walking
therapy.
That subjects responded differently leads to the conclusion that future efforts should focus on
understanding and controlling intersubject response variability. This applies specifically to effect
directionality, which refers to either-up or downregulation of neural signaling. In a clinical
application, the ability to control modulation direction would be especially relevant. For instance,
whereas reducing spasticity may require the downregulation of the reflexive pathways, an increase
in corticospinal connection strength is required when aiming to aid voluntary motor control.
Further investigation in this direction could be performed by varying electric field amplitude and
direction [10,11,49] in combination with pathway specific neural activity [10]. In parallel to that,
screening for other, known genetic dependencies may additionally help to explain response
differences across subjects [21].

4.5

Conclusion

We showed that the H-reflex amplitude was significantly more modulated when tsDCS was
applied during walking as opposed to tsDCS during lying, which conforms with the results shown
in previous studies. This suggests, that future studies aiming to modulate motor function in the
spinal cord using sub-threshold electrical stimulation, should consider combining tsDCS with
voluntary activation. The direction of modulation was, however, inconsistent across subjects.
Although this is not uncommon in DC stimulation studies, it highlights the importance of a more
thorough screening of the influence of protocol specific variables on subject specific intervention
outcome, which is needed if tsDCS is to find its way into clinical practice.
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Abstract
Objective. Trans-spinal Direct Current Stimulation (tsDCS) is a technique considered for the treatment
of corticospinal damage or dysfunction. TsDCS aims to induce functional modulation in the
corticospinal circuitry via a direct current (DC) generated electric field. To ensure subject safety,
subjects with metallic implants are generally excluded from receiving neural DC stimulation. However,
spinal injuries often require spinal implants for stabilization. Our goal was to investigate implant
imposed changes to electric field (EF) and current density (CD) magnitude during tsDCS. Approach.
We simulated the EF and CD, generated by tsDCS in the presence of spinal rods for two electrode
configurations and four implant locations along the spinal cord. For each scenario a no-implant
condition was computed for comparison. We assessed changes in EF and CD at the implant location
and the EF inside the spinal cord. Main results. Our results show that implant presence was able to
influence peak CD, compared to the no-implant condition. Nonetheless, the highest calculated CD
levels were a factor six lower than those thought to lead to hazardous tissue damaging effects.
Additionally, implant presence did not considerably affect the average EF inside the spinal cord. Our
findings do therefore not indicate potentially unsafe CD levels, or significant alterations to stimulation
intensity inside the spinal cord, caused by a spinal implant during tsDCS. Significance. Our results are
relevant to the safety of transcutaneous spinal stimulation applied in the presence of metallic spinal
implants.

5.1

Introduction

Trans-spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS) is an emerging neuromodulatory tool under
development, aiming to alter neural function in the spinal cord. If successful the intervention may
be suitable for the rehabilitation of spinal cord injury (SCI), or the treatment of other neural
dysfunctions of the cortico-spinal tract. TsDCS is part of a collection of tools, which have the
goal to modulate nervous system function via an imposed electric field [1]. Whereas the
application of most neural DC stimulation methods has mainly been limited to the cortex, tsDCS
has the goal to modulate neural function in a spinal target region, via a subthreshold Direct
Current (DC) generated electric field (EF), applied with electrodes placed on the skin. Modulation
effects of tsDCS on the corticospinal circuitry have thereby been shown for H-Reflex recruitment
[2,3], presynaptic inhibition [4], lower limb somatosensory evoked potentials [5] and lower limb
motor evoked potentials (for a more comprehensive review, see [6]).
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While intervention efficacy is necessary, safety is paramount for a successful clinical application.
Safety concerns are thereby related to stimulation induced tissue damage, which can be caused by
an improperly designed stimulation protocol [7]. In past studies, tissue damage has been
associated with a prolonged accumulation of charge in the stimulated tissue, above a certain
tolerable threshold. The most relevant proposed predictor, for DC stimulation evoked tissue
damage, is thus local current density magnitude (A/m2) [8] in combination with the time of
exposure. Recent estimates, based on animal studies in combination with computer simulations,
suggest current density thresholds for neural tissue damage of 6.3 A/m2 to 17 A/m2, [9]. In
comparison to that, conventionally used tDCS and tsDCS protocols in humans, produce current
densities that are approximately one order of magnitude lower than these estimates (at currents
≤ 4 mA) without leading to serious adverse effects. For a comprehensive review we refer to [9].
Due to possible interaction effects, the administration of DC stimulation is commonly restricted
by a number of exclusion criteria which, among others, includes the presence of metallic or highly
conductive objects in the body. In theory, the implant may lead to an altered current flow in the
surrounding tissue and increase the chance of locally high current concentrations with potentially
damaging effects. However, although initial studies have not been able to support these initial
safety concerns [9,10], there is still insufficient evidence to support the development of clear safety
guidelines for the administration of tsDCS or tDCS in the presence of metal implants.
A central goal is to utilize tsDCS for the treatment of an injury or dysfunction of the spinal cord.
Since spinal implants are prevalent in patients with spinal cord injury, some patients may be
restricted from receiving tsDCS. Albeit not always the case, spinal cord injury is often caused by
a fracture of the spinal vertebrae. When vertebrae are severely damaged metal implants are used
to stabilize the affected spinal region. It is therefore important, to understand the implications of
the presence of a spinal implant during tsDCS. Thereby the first question is whether the presence
of an implant can alter the tsDCS generated electric field and current density to result in potentially
hazardous scenarios, such as a large increase in current density. The second question is, to which
extent the electric field inside the spinal cord, intended to stimulate neural circuitry, is affected by
the presence of a spinal implant.
To address these questions, we simulated the electric field generated by tsDCS in the presence of
a spinal implant. We took into account two different electrode configurations, as well as four
varying spinal implant locations in the cervical, thoracic and thoracolumbar spinal cord. The effect
of an implant at each of the four locations, in combination with one of the two electrode
configurations, was calculated separately. Additionally, a no-implant scenario was computed for
each of the possible combinations. We assessed local changes in electric field and current density
at the implant location, as well as the electric field inside the entire spinal cord.

5.2

Methods

5.2.1

Model

All computations were based on an MRI derived, segmented finite element body model (Ella),
which is part of the publicly available virtual population library (version 2.0) [11] and consists of
22 individual tissue compartments. Four spinal implants, as well as spinal grey matter which were
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not included in the original model, were added manually. Spinal implants and grey matter were
modeled in 3ds Max (2015) (Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA). Model implementation and
finite element calculations were conducted using the open-source program SCIrun (version 4.7)
[12].
We considered two different electrode configurations: 1) the active and passive electrodes
positioned on the 11th thoracic vertebra and the left, posterior shoulder respectively (lumbar spinal
cord – shoulder: LSC-S) and 2) both electrodes positioned in equal distance, 7 cm above and
below vertebra T11 (LSC ±) (fig. 1). Both configurations have been used in previous studies to
target the neural structures in the lumber spinal cord, located at the level of vertebra T11. The
rectangular surface electrodes (50 × 70 × 4 mm, 35 cm2 skin contact) were positioned according
to the corresponding electrode configuration in direct contact with the skin surface. Electrode
potentials, inducing a 2.5mA current, were assigned to the outer surface nodes of each electrode
mesh.
Tissue conductivity values were adopted from Parazzini et al. without change [13]. The electrode
was assigned the conductivity of saline (1.4 S/m). Metallic implants in the body are enclosed by a
double layer impedance, generated by electrochemical processes at the tissue-metal interface [7].
Whereas metal is as an electron current carrier, current carried through the body is ionic.
Therefore, a large impedance is expected between the metal implant and the surrounding tissue
[7,9]. According to Theeuwen et al., this double layer impedance  can be described by

 =






2



(1)

as a function of the angular velocity  = 2  with  the frequency [14]. Also,  is a
proportionality constant,  = √−1 and  an empirical factor. For a constant EF, it follows that
lim

→



 

= ∞, and thus the double layer acts as an insulator, or very large resistor. We therefore

assign the implant with a conductivity of 10-8 S/m to act as large resistor with respect to all other
tissue model compartments.

Figure 1: The simulated electrode placement configurations. A)
Active electrode on the lumbar spinal cord (LSC), return
electrode on the posterior left shoulder (LSC - S). B) Active
electrode below and passive electrode above the lumbar spinal
cord (LSC ±).
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Figure 2: A) Illustration of all four implants and their locations in the spinal cord of the utilized FE model.
A vertical slice plane is used to show the left and right sections of each implant separately. B) Detail view of
the lower two pedicle screw segments of the third spinal implant (as indicated in A). Vertebra T8 is vertically
sliced in line with the screw (see top view), entering through the right pedicle to illustrate screw placement
within the vertebral body. Additionally, the volume used for resolution refinement (2mm to 0.5mm) is
illustrated for an exemplary implant (A).

5.2.2

Spinal Implant Geometry

Four spinal implants were modeled resembling the geometry of the Harrington rod, each bridging
four vertebrae in the cervical (C2-C5) as well as upper (T2-T5), middle (T6-T9) and lower(T10L1) thoracic spinal cord (fig. 2 and table 1). We refer to each implant by using the highest of the
four vertebrae it spans (e.g. implant C2).
Each implant was assembled out of simplified representations of its three main components:
pedicle screw (cylinder), pedicle screw head (sphere) and connection rod (cylinder) (table 2), by
adhering to dimensions and placements similar to those used in medical practice [15–17].
Table 1: Reference and location for all modeled implants.

Implant Number:
Implant Reference:
Vertebrae:
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1

2

3

4

C2
C2 - C5

T2
T2 – T5

T6
T6 - T9

T10
T10 – L1

Table 2: Specification of the individual parts, each implant was assembled with. Dimensions of pedicle screw
diameter and length were adapted based on implant location.

Part:

Simplified as:

Dimensions [mm]:

Pedicle Screw

Cylinder

Pedicle Screw
Head
Connection Rod

Sphere

Implant:
Diameter:
Length:
Diameter: 8

Cylinder

Diameter: 3

5.2.3

C2
3
25

T2
4.35
30

T6
6
40

T10
6
45

Finite Element Computation:

The steady state electrical potential in the inhomogeneous volume conductor model is computed
by solving the function described by Poisson’s equation
   Φ = 0

(2)

where σ is a conductivity tensor and Φ is the electric potential. Subsequently the electric field
vector E is calculated by

! = −  Φ.

(3)

The corresponding current density " is approximated via

" = !.

(4)

Equation 1 is solved, given a hexagonal element mesh, a set of known conductivities as well as
potentials corresponding to the electrode locations. Finite element calculations were done in two
stages using a conjugate gradient descend algorithm with a target error of 10-18. During the first
stage, a solution for the entire body was computed at varying voxel resolutions of 8mm3 in the
head and extremities, 4-2 mm3 in the torso as well as 2mm3 at the implant, electrodes and inside
the spinal cord. In a second stage, the resolution around the spinal implant was increased to 0.5
mm3 by separately computing the implant in isolation within a cubic space, factor 1.4 times the
size of the implant (see fig. 2). Thereby the outer boundary nodes of the isolated model were
assigned with the solution of the first stage via a first-order linear interpolation.

5.2.4

Simulation Conditions and Data Reporting

We computed the electric field and current density for both electrode configurations (see fig. 1)
at the location of each implant as well as in the entire spinal cord, with and without the implant
present. The effect of each implant was thus considered separately to take into account the impact
of varying implant location. Computationally, the same mesh was used for both, implant and noimplant, scenarios. In the implant scenario, a mask of the implant was applied and the affected
tissue conductivity values were replaced with those of the implant.
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Since our main motivations are safety considerations related to the presence of spinal implants
during tsDCS, we focus on reporting peak field amplitudes, determined within a volume of 10mm
distance around the corresponding implant surface. For each implant location and electrode
configuration, we thus report the peak electric field and current density magnitudes within this
volume for each: the Spinal Cord (includes white and grey matter), bone as well as the surrounding
soft tissue (all remaining soft tissue, excluding corticospinal fluid).
In addition to that, we report the EF in the spinal grey matter, to obtain an estimate of the possible
consequences on the intended tsDCS application.

5.3

Results

Representative examples of the obtained results can be seen in figure 3. Shown are two cross
sections through the implant when placed at location T10 for electrode configurations LSC-S and
LSC ±. For each cross section, model compartments (e.g. tissue type or implant), the EF with
and without the implant as well as the difference between the two scenarios are illustrated. When
an implant was present, this led to a change in EF magnitude at- and in close proximity to the
implant surface.

5.3.1

TsDCS without the presence of implants

For configuration LSC-S, without the presence of implants, peak electric field density values
measured around each of the corresponding implant sites reached maximum magnitudes of 7.028
V/m in the bone, at implant location T6 (fig. 4A). Electric field strengths in the tissue and Spinal
Cord reached maximum values of 4.94 V/m (T2) and 2.6 V/m (T6) respectively. The lowest EF
magnitudes were measured in the cervical spinal cord (C2), which were decreased to
approximately one-fifth compared to the peak amplitudes at thoracic spinal cord locations. The
overall largest peak current density values were observed the surrounding tissue with maximum
values of 0.55 A/m2 (T6). Peak magnitudes in bone and Spinal Cord reached 0.11 A/m2 (T6) and
0.4 A/m2 (T6) respectively.
Due to the lower placement position of both stimulation electrodes, tsDCS with configuration
LSC ± resulted in a weaker electric field magnitude in higher locations (C2 and T2) compared to
configuration LSC-S, while overall reaching similar peak EF magnitudes of 7.7 V/m (T6) in the
bone, 5.38 V/m (T10) in the tissue and 3.6 V/m (T10) in the spinal cord (fig. 4B). Current density
was highest inside the tissue at implant location T10 with 0.66 A/m2. Values in the bone and
spinal cord peaked at 0.15 A/m2 (T6) and 0.59 A/m2 (T10) respectively.
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Figure 3: Representative examples of the simulated electric field for both electrode configurations with the
implant located at T10. Longitudinal (row 1) and transverse (row 2) cross section through the implant,
showing: the slice location (column a), model compartments (col. b) as well as the electric field magnitude
without (col. c) and with (col. d) the implant present. Additionally, the difference between the two scenarios
(d-c) is shown (col. e). Note: in row 1, the lowest pedicle screw is out of plane and thus not visible in the
slice.
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Figure 4: Maximum electric field and current density magnitude for all implant sites and both configurations
(A/B). Results are shown with and without the corresponding implant, as well as for the difference between
the two conditions. Note: The reported maxima may not occur at the same physical location in the model.

5.3.2

The impact of implant presence on EF and CD amplitude

Simulation in the presence of implants predominantly resulted in values of similar magnitude,
compared to the scenarios with no implant present. However, in some instances the presence of
implants led to considerable increases of the maximum electric field and, consequently, current
density amplitude.
For configuration LSC-S, a maximum local increase of 5.57 V/m in the bone, 2.32 V/m in the
surrounding tissue and 0.15 V/m in the Spinal Cord (implant at T6, for all), were observed.
Accordingly, with little influence on maximum current density values, current density increased
locally by a maximum of 0.37 A/m2 (T16) in the adjacent tissue and 0.11 A/m2 (T6) in the bone
and Spinal Cord. For implant locations T6 and T10, this consequently led to a mentionable
increase in overall peak current density inside the tissue, of 60 % and 45 % respectively (fig. 4A,
rows 3 and 4).
For configuration LSC ±, the electric field and current density magnitudes were increased
compared to the no-implant scenario, when the implant was placed at position T10. This led to
peak EF magnitudes of 11.78 V/m in the bone and 6.52 V/m in the surrounding tissue (fig. 4B,
row 4). Accordingly, maximum current density amplitudes were 1.04 A/m2 and 0.23 A/m2 for
tissue and bone respectively. This corresponds to a respective peak current density increase of
58% (in tissue) and 64% (in bone) compared to the no implant scenario.
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Figure 5: Transverse average of the electric field magnitude inside the spinal cord, calculated over 2mm
transverse slices of the spinal grey matter along the longitudinal spinal axis, for both electrode configurations
with and without the corresponding implant present, as well as the difference between the two.

5.3.3

Electric Field inside the Spinal Cord

Since tsDCS is a potential intervention option for the treatment of disorders, or injuries, of the
spinal cord, it is important to probe to which extend the presence of a spinal implant may affect
the electric field magnitude inside the spinal cord. Figure 5 shows the transverse mean EF
magnitude in longitudinal direction, inside the spinal grey matter for each of the four spinal
implants and both electrode configurations. For all implant placements and both electrode
configurations, the absolute deviations introduced by the presence of each implant are marginal.
Thereby, all induced EF magnitude differences were below 0.1 V/m and restricted to the area
surrounding the implant location.
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5.4

Discussion

Our goal was to investigate the changes in tsDCS induced electric field and current density
magnitude, caused by the presence of a spinal implant. The central question was, whether the
associated changes in current density magnitude could reach potentially harmful levels, which
have been associated with tissue damage. Furthermore, we asked whether the presence of a spinal
implant could have a disruptive influence on the magnitude of a tsDCS induced electric field
meant to target the neural structures in the spinal cord.
We addressed these questions by calculating the electric field and current density, in an MRIderived representation of a female volunteer, for two different tsDCS electrode configurations at
a current of 2.5 mA, with four varying implant locations along the spinal cord. For comparison,
a healthy control scenario with no implant present was computed for each of the abovementioned combinations of implant location and electrode configuration.
Our results show that, expectedly, the electric field and thus current density were changed at each
of the four investigated implant locations when an implant was present compared to the no
implant scenario. While not generalizable to all implant locations, in some instances this resulted
in a substantial increase in current density magnitude in the surrounding tissue. This was the case
for implant locations T6 and T10 for configuration LSC-S, as well as location T10 for
configuration LSC ±. However, the resulting current density levels in implant presence were well
below the magnitudes previously reported to lead to tissue damage [9]. Furthermore, the average
EF magnitude inside the spinal cord was not significantly affected by the presence of the implant,
compared to the no-implant condition.

5.4.1

Implant induced electric field and current density changes

When tsDCS was applied without an implant present, peak electric field magnitudes were
observed inside, as well as at the surface of the vertebral bone. This may be attributed to the
higher resistance of the bone (0.02 S/m), compared to the surrounding tissue (muscle: 0.16 S/m,
other (lumped) tissue: 0.08 S/m).
When an implant was present, this led to a change in EF magnitude at- and in close proximity to
the implant surface (fig. 3). This “edge effect” can be observed around the boundary of a model
compartment (such as a tissue or the implant), with a high conductivity difference compared to
the surrounding tissue, e.g. stimulation electrodes [18], accumulations of corticospinal fluid [19]
or metallic skull plates [10]. In our case, the implant imposed changes to the surrounding EF
magnitude were in proportion to the surrounding electric field (fig. 4). Our results are similar to
those reported by Datta et al., [10] who showed no significant increase in EF magnitude due to
the presence of skull plates during tsDCS, despite local changes in proximity to the implant.

5.4.2

Clinical Considerations

TsDCS is being developed as a possible neuromodulatory intervention for the rehabilitation of
spinal cord injury. As some percentage of spinal cord injuries will result in the placement of spinal
implants, this may pose an obstacle to the successful clinical application of tsDCS, since the
presence of metallic parts in the human body is still considered to be a reason for the exclusion
from electrotherapeutic intervention. Especially, if we assume that the likelihood for a patient to
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receive a spinal implant increases with the associated damage to the spinal cord, this may lead to
the exclusion of some patients within the targeted patient population.
In the no-implant scenario, current density magnitude reached a maximum of 0.55 A/m2 (in tissue,
T6, config. 1). The current density in the spinal cord reached values of up to 0.4 A/m2. The peak
value inside the grey matter is calculated to be approximately ten times lower compared to that
observed in the white matter. Since, 1) this is at least one order of magnitudes lower than the
estimated DC current density threshold for tissue damage (6.3 A/m2 to 17 A/m2) [9] and 2) the
same intensity has previously been applied in human tsDCS experiments without adverse effects
[2–4,6,20], there are no indications to regard these levels as unsafe for human use.
When an implant is present, current density increases at- and close to the border of the implant
(fig. 3). Importantly, the largest determined peak current density magnitude across all implant
positions and electrode configurations (1.04 A/m2) was a factor of six lower, than the most
pessimistic estimated DC current density threshold for tissue damage (6.3 A/m2) [9] (fig. 4). Our
results do therefore not indicate the occurrence of potentially unsafe current density levels due to
the presence of a spinal implant during tsDCS.
Furthermore, there is no indication that the presence of a spinal implant would result in significant
changes in stimulation effect when compared to the control condition. The central working
mechanism, by which direct current stimulation enables the modulation of neural function, is
thought to be the polarization of neural structures via an imposed electric field [21]. As we show
(fig. 5), the average electric field magnitude inside the spinal cord is little affected by the presence
of an implant, even when located in close proximity. The EF in the spinal cord located further
from the implant was not affected.

5.4.3

Limitations

The modeling approach we utilized encompassed several simplifications, which is important for
the interpretation of the presented results. Primarily, our results should be regarded from a
qualitative perspective. Quantitative accuracy is thus limited by the properties of the model, such
as model geometry and parametrization. The chosen model geometry is the segmented MRI
model of a female volunteer, which has been simplified to 22 tissue compartments. The
segmentation fails to describe smaller anatomical details, e.g. nerves or blood vessels, as well as
within organ inhomogeneities, such as the difference between compact and spongy bone.
Furthermore, the custom-made implant models are simplified representations of spinal rod
geometry, which were intended to resemble spinal implant location and dimensions. They
therefore do not include geometric details, e.g. screw threads. In addition to that, we used
isotropic conductivity values for all, but one (white matter), model compartments. Real
conductivity values are generally anisotropic, whereby directional conductivity is governed by the
microscopic anatomic structure of the corresponding tissue, such as muscular- or neural fiber
orientation. Based on the mentioned limitations, it is evident that our results cannot be
quantitatively generalized to human experiments in vivo. Rather, they should be viewed as first
step and serve as a basis for further investigation.
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5.5

Conclusion

We conclude, that our results do not suggest a risk of tissue damage due to increases in current
density, when tsDCS is applied in the presence of a metallic spinal implant. Although we observed
a current density increase, which resulted in a substantial difference in EF and CD amplitude in
proximity to the implant, this did not lead to a hazardous increase in peak current density
magnitude. Also, there is no indication that the presence of an implant may drastically alter the
desired tsDCS stimulation effects, given that the average EF magnitude inside the spinal cord was
little affected, compared to the no-implant scenario. Our results indicate the safety of tsDCS in
combination with implanted spinal rods. Since quantitative generalization of our results is limited,
further experimental evidence should be gathered to support the establishment of clear safety
guidelines for spinal DC stimulation in the presence of metallic implants.
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Chapter VI – Discussion
The goal of this dissertation was to add to the fundamental knowledge needed to use and evaluate
tsDCS in modulating the lumbar spinal motor circuitry. The central question was, how tsDCS
needs to be applied to induce meaningful neural changes in a well-controlled manner. An optimal
scenario would allow for the selective up- or downregulation of neural pathways and circuitry,
consistent across subjects.
To address these goals, it is meaningful to analyze the underlying chain of mechanisms and make
inferences on feasibility, limits of application and correct utilization of tsDCS. TsDCS generates
an electric field, which locally interacts with neural structures via membrane polarization, thought
to be able to lead to long term changes in neural function. Functional change is thus dependent
on membrane polarization, which is coupled to neural morphology and its alignment with the
surrounding electric field vector. Therefore, the distribution, magnitude and direction of the
generated electric field in the body needs to be understood first. Subsequently, the interaction
with the targeted neural tissue must be determined, by considering neural- morphology and
location. This was addressed in chapter 2, whereby the electric field, as well as its interaction with
an alpha motoneuron and two incoming axons was simulated. This resulted in an improved
understanding of how electric field direction and magnitude in the spinal cord can be controlled
via different electrode configurations. Furthermore, it led to knowledge about how polarization
of lumbar spinal motoneurons and axon terminals could be controlled by altering electric field
magnitude and direction. Additional analyses focused on estimating the resulting acute, spinal
network effects and discussing their correlation to long term changes observed in-vivo. In this
respect, long-term refers to the neuroplastic changes within the neuron that can be observed in
the order of several minutes to hours after application of the stimulation. This is opposed to acute
effect, which refers to the neurocomputational changes observed as a direct consequence of the
stimulus.
Having established an estimation of electric field direction and magnitude in the spinal cord, the
question arose, whether it is possible to optimize the desired tsDCS modulatory response based
on this knowledge. In this respect, it was useful to evaluate the network response after application
of an electric field with different magnitudes and directions. This was addressed in chapter 3,
whereby tsDCS was applied with two different electrode placements, of which one was tested in
two polarities. The H-reflex response was used as the outcome measure of modulation. The
results suggest a clear dependency on electric field magnitude and directionality of the modulatory
effects after tsDCS. Additionally, the study in chapter 3 raised questions about the reliability of
tsDCS effects across subjects, as it was not possible to replicate the results obtained by others.
For optimization of tsDCS outcome, an additional variable, which had been shown to influence
the tsDCS neuromodulatory effect, is the ongoing neural activity during intervention. It was
therefore hypothesized that higher ongoing neural activity during stimulation, may facilitate the
modulation by tsDCS. This was investigated by a study described in chapter 4. The results confirm
the initial hypothesis, showing a larger modulatory effect when tsDCS was applied during walking.
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When tsDCS was applied during rest, no such effect was observed. However, the study also
underlined the high complexity of tsDCS and the difficulty to control inter-subject variability.
This applies mainly to response direction, referring to the fact that the H-reflex was either up- or
downregulated without an apparent overall trend in modulation direction.
An important consideration regarding usability, is to take into account possible complications
specific to the intervention group in combination with the desired intervention. Since the target
group in the case of tsDCS are people with injuries of the spinal cord, a frequent complication is
the presence of metallic spinal implants. The presence of metallic implants in the body is
traditionally a major safety concern regarding electrotherapeutic interventions. It was therefore
investigated, to which extent a metallic spinal implant in combination with tsDCS may lead to
possible hazardous scenarios related to tissue damage. The results, which are discussed in chapter
5, show how the electric field is changed by the presence of a metallic spinal implant, which
however does not lead to potentially hazardous scenarios.
The above notions will be discussed in more detail in the forthcoming paragraphs.

6.1

Selectivity of tsDCS

For application in the nervous system, an important factor is to which extend the intervention
can be guided toward the modulation of specific functions, pathways or neural sub-populations.
As shown in chapter 2 and as expected, the electric field generated by tsDCS is widely distributed
throughout the body, with little spatial selectivity [1–3]. Although the field distribution can be
altered by utilizing different sizes, shapes and arrangements of electrodes [3,4], the spatial
resolution of transcutaneous electrical stimulation is still several orders of magnitudes lower
compared to invasive electrostimulation procedures. However, the question remains if tsDCS
could still be used in a targeted manner, despite this reduced spatial precision of the applied
electric field.
Recent research has shown that the outcome of neuromodulatory interventions such as DC
stimulation, are highly dependent on factors such as the electrode configuration [5–7] (chapters
2&3), stimulation intensity [8,9], genetics [10–13], ongoing neural activation and brain state [14–
17] (chapter 4), protocol timing known as homeostasis [18], as well as other protocol specific
factors (for a thorough overview, see [14]). Although currently posing a challenge, in a future
scenario this may also offer the possibility to achieve a highly specific modulatory response by
precisely controlling the necessary intervention variables in a subject specific manner. A more
selective control over the intervention outcome could be especially useful for the rehabilitation
of spinal cord injury (SCI). These patients often suffer from deteriorated voluntary movement
control and an increase in reflexive behavior, resulting in spasticity [19]. Being able to up- and
downregulate voluntary and reflexive spinal pathways, respectively, could therefore have a
substantial impact on the quality of life of those affected with SCI.
To improve our basic knowledge and provide clues on how to control intervention outcome, the
tsDCS induced electric field and resulting membrane polarization for a set of motoneurons with
different morphologies, as well as two ideal, typical incoming axons was calculated in chapter 2.
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It was shown that axon terminal polarization was dominant over dendritic or somatic polarization.
Assuming that the locally induced modulation effect increases with membrane polarization, it is
expected that axon terminal polarization will contribute proportionally more to the overall
modulation effect, compared to dendritic or somatic polarization. One can speculate that to
achieve functional modulation of a single pathway from axon terminal polarization alone, a large
portion of the axons that belong to the same functional subgroup need to be polarized
simultaneously. The prerequisite is, that the corresponding axons need to be aligned in parallel to
one another and the electric field. Two main intended targets of lumbar spinal neuromodulation
are the afferent and efferent pathways, which are involved in postural feedback and voluntary
activation respectively [20]. Prior to entering the lumbar spinal cord, afferent fibers are bundled
in a nerve passing through the ventral root and efferent fibers descend through the corticospinal
tract. Therefore, it can be assumed that the axons within both pathways are to a large degree
directionally dependent. Given this reasoning, the implication is that, despite the initially low
spatial selectivity of the generated electric field, pathway selectivity may be achieved via alignment
of the electric field with the axon terminals of the targeted pathway.
To allow for further specificity, such as pathway up-or downregulation, as well as to improve
intervention selectivity, modulation outcome could be influenced by controlling the neural activity
on the corresponding pathway [14,15,21–23] (chapter 4), or neural polarization direction [7,14].
In conformity to what was shown in chapter 4, other studies have also suggested substantially
different modulation effects, depending on the neural activation of the involved neural structures
[15,23–26]. This is referred to as activity-selectivity, denoting the preferential modulation of a
functional neural pathway that is already active during stimulation [14]. For instance, in rodents,
pairing repetitive cortical-activation and lumbar-tsDCS led to a substantial increase in tsDCS
modulation response on the corticospinal pathway [23]. In a similar example in humans,
transcranial electrical stimulation was shown to preferentially modulate networks with heightened
activity [16].
Given the appropriate neural activation, the modulation outcome could further be influenced via
controlled de- or hyperpolarization of the targeted neural structures. For example, in a study by
Rahman et al, the acute effect of axon terminal polarization on the extracellular postsynaptic
potential was directionality dependent on the terminal polarization of the incoming axon [7]. For
in vivo applications, axon terminal polarization may be controlled via electric field direction
(chapter 2, and [7,27]) and alignment with the targeted pathway terminals.
Thus, although it is not clarified how these in-vitro findings will transfer to applications in vivo,
these examples show that a tighter control on experimental factors could lead to better and more
selective outcomes given an appropriately, well designed stimulation protocol.

6.2

Reliability and limits of application

Despite many developments in the field of electromodulation, the application of tsDCS as a
clinical intervention is still challenging. This is owed to several factors that hamper the
development of empirically individualized stimulation protocols in a resource efficient manner.
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A first hurdle, is that DC stimulation protocols are applied at a low dose due to safety concerns.
Therefore, the acute- as well as the after- effects in an individual subject after a single session are
often too small to be distinguished from other, naturally occurring neural fluctuations. Since this
makes it necessary to test the effects of direct current stimulation (DCS) in a placebo controlled
trial with multiple subjects and across multiple sessions, optimization of stimulation protocols
asks for tedious and long-lasting procedures. Given the high complexity of the underlying
mechanisms of action, it is therefore difficult, time and resource intensive to perform a complete,
empirical sensitivity analysis for transcutaneous DCS protocols.
In addition to that, DCS responses are often inconsistent across- and even within subjects [28–
30], as well as difficult to replicate by others [31,32] (see also chapter 4). Although this does not
imply that protocols that produce reliable results do not exist, it underlines the current inability
to control the desired stimulation outcome sufficiently. Since repeatability is a prerequisite for the
successful control and modeling of physical systems, this not only adds an additional factor of
uncertainty, but also raises questions about the general feasibility and controllability of DC
stimulation outcomes.
Potential sources of variability are 1) subject specificity in tsDCS modulatory response, and 2)
inaccuracies in the utilized measurement methods.
With regards to subject specificity, anatomy, neuroanatomy, neural injury and genetic
predisposition can potentially have a large impact on protocol outcome. Furthermore, research
has shown that neuroplasticity seems to be influenced by a process referred to as homeostasis.
This denotes the dependency of neuroplastic changes based on neural activation history [18]. As
the history of neural activation prior to the experiment may not regularly be considered in DC
stimulation research, this may add to the response variability observed in DCS experiments.
In addition, the utilized measurement methods may not be able to accurately detect the neural
changes imposed by tsDCS alone, due to inherent noise sources like neural fluctuations. Resulting
in an unfavorable signal- to- noise- ratio, the small changes induced by tsDCS may thereby be
overshadowed by natural neural fluctuations. This could be the case for H-reflex and MEP
measurements, which are susceptible to subtle environmental changes [33,34]. For example,
research has shown that slight changes in body state, such as raising ones’ arm, or eye closing can
have a significant impact on the H-reflex recruitment curve [33].
A vital and necessary step towards the clinical application of DC stimulation protocols is therefore
the improvement of overall intervention reliability [28–31,35]. This may be achieved via
multidisciplinary methods comprising extensive experimental validation and computational
modeling. Although resource intensive, groups working on invasive, pulsed- neurostimulation
protocols have successfully demonstrated the added benefit of this polyangular approach [36–38],
by leading to a meaningful protocol design based on qualitative theoretical models and hypotheses.
Steps that can be beneficial for a similarly successful approach in non-invasive tsDCS could be:
1) the development of a multiscale model, predicting neural plasticity based on electric field
distribution and neural activity; 2) empirical model validation and development, as well as 3) the
improvement of measurement accuracy for the assessments of neural states in humans.
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6.3

Safety

Besides functionality, an essential prerequisite for the clinical application of tsDCS is safety. Since
tsDCS involves the electrical stimulation of tissue, stimulation protocols need to be designed with
rigorous care and foresight. The resulting side effects of incorrectly applied or ill-designed DCS
protocols may thereby lead to nerve damage, tissue damage or other unwanted complications.
While tissue damage is a prevalent risk factor, the underlying mechanisms of tissue damage are
poorly understood [39] . Still, it has been shown that the risk of tissue damage increases with
current density magnitude and time of exposure. Since current density depends on subject
anatomy, as well as biophysical tissue and material properties, verification is necessary about
whether the utilized tsDCS protocol could possibly result in unsafe scenarios. This includes
healthy individuals as well as people with a spinal cord injury, who often have metallic spinal
implants that may lead to possible complications during stimulation.
Concerning the general safety of tsDCS, the results obtained here (chapter 5), are in line with
those reported by others [40], who showed that the current densities induced by tsDCS are well
below the determined thresholds for tissue damage [41]. This suggests that the occurrence of
potentially hazardous current density levels is unlikely when adhering to the currently accepted
safety recommendations [41–43].
Furthermore, these results indicate that the utilized stimulation current can in theory be increased
above the currently used value of 2.5 mA without the risk of neural tissue damage. This may be
beneficial for the development and empirical sensitivity analysis of tsDCS, whereby an increase
in stimulation amplitude may potentially lead to an increase in tsDCS modulatory effects.
According to recent estimates, current density thresholds for neural tissue damage are in the range
of 6.3 A/m2 to 17 A/m2 [41]. In comparison to that, the calculated maximum current density in
the spinal cord was, with 0.4 A/m2, at least one order of magnitude lower. Theoretically, the
stimulation amplitude could therefore be increased, while still retaining a safety margin of multiple
factors. For example, doubling tsDCS amplitude to 5 mA would lead to a maximum current
density of 0.8 A/m2 in the spinal cord and still a resulting safety factor of over 6.
Most importantly, it was shown that tsDCS can potentially be safely applied in scenarios in which
a metallic spinal implant is present in the body (chapter 5). Similar to what was shown previously
for metallic skull plates during tDCS [44], the presence of a metallic spinal rod during tsDCS did
not lead to hazardous current density levels within the tissue surrounding the implant. Therefore,
although general hypotheses dictate otherwise, safety concerns connected to the presence of
metallic implants cannot be confirmed by the presented evidence. This implies, that carriers of a
metallic implant may potentially be able to benefit from receiving tsDCS or other
electrotherapeutic interventions in the future. This is related to the fact that a high impedance
double layer builds up between the tissue and the metal, making the latter an effective isolator
instead of a low impedance short-cut, as often is expected [45].
Although the above predicts that tsDCS can in theory be considered as safe, it must be
emphasized that these theoretical assumptions are based on partly idealized computational models,
which do not allow the generalization across all possible stimulation scenarios and subjects.
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Therefore, further empirical research is needed to determine the safety of both, higher stimulation
amplitudes as well as the stimulation in the presence of metallic implants.

6.4

Comparison with other spinal stimulation protocols

The focus of this dissertation was to investigate tsDCS as a possible intervention option for spinal
cord injury or other spinal cord dysfunctions. However, tsDCS is only one of the currently
investigated techniques under development for the rehabilitation of SCI. To discuss its
applicability to spinal neuromodulation, in terms of reliability, selectivity and safety, it is therefore
appropriate to compare tsDCS to other possible intervention options.
Besides tsDCS, other forms of stimulation protocols for SCI rehabilitation mainly consist of
applying pulsed spinal electrical stimulation via epidural, intra-spinal or transcutaneous electrodes.
Pulsed stimulation protocols predominantly utilize bipolar waveforms, which consist of a
positive-, followed by a negative, rectangular waveform. A consequence of using biphasic-pulsedcompared to DC stimuli, is the possibility to safely employ larger stimulation amplitudes, with
studies having employed pulses of up to 200mA (in relation to the 1mA to 4mA generally used in
DCS [41]) [38,39]. Thus, whereas tsDCS generate small sub-threshold membrane potential
changes in the order of a few millivolts [3] (see chapter 2), pulsed protocol types are able to induce
much larger membrane potential changes, up to directly evoking neural activation. The main
advantage of pulsed-, compared to constant waveforms, is therefore a larger operating range with
which neural activity can be modulated safely.
In recent years, several groups utilizing spinal stimulation with pulsed waveforms have been able
to make substantial advances in the rehabilitation of SCI. Using both invasive [36,37,46,47] and
noninvasive [38,48] approaches, as well as either sub- [38,46,48] and supra-threshold [38,47]
pulsed stimulation, a variety of studies have reported significant long or short-term improvements
on voluntary motor control, weight bearing or other clinical outcome parameters [36–38,46–49].
For instance, in a study by Gerasimenko and colleagues, several subjects diagnosed with motor
complete paralysis were able to partly regain voluntary movement control after an 18-week
training program, including weekly transcutaneous pulsed, supra-threshold spinal stimulation in
combination with pharmaceutical intervention. Thus, while the more substantial improvements
in voluntary control have only been achieved after long periods of combined manual training and
electrical stimulation [36–38,46–49], immediate acute effects can already be observed during the
first application [47,50].
In contrast to that, less effort has been invested into the development of tsDCS. While previous
research has confirmed the neuromodulatory effect of DCS protocols on the spinal pathways and
clinical tsDCS devices have become available, no long-term training studies on SCI subjects have
been performed so far. Nonetheless, based on the advances reported here and those published
by others, it seems that tsDCS can indeed lead to modulatory responses in a polarity dependent
and direction specific manner [3,5,6,51]. However, whereas consistent in some studies, posttsDCS responses in other studies showed high directional intersubject variability (chapter 4) and
poor replicability (chapter 3). The variability across subjects can therefore not accurately be
controlled. Since DCS is usually applied at lower electric field amplitudes, the resulting post
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stimulation effect is subtle, and a study including multiple subjects is necessary to empirically
optimize DC stimulation interventions. Whereas this is similar for the post stimulation effects of
pulsed waveform protocols, due to the higher amplitude waveform an acute stimulation effect is
visible [47,50]. This offers immediate neurophysiological feedback, which may readily be used for
protocol optimization within a single experiment. Therefore, although DC stimulation may be
applicable for the use in SCI rehabilitation, pulsed waveform protocols are currently more widely
used, perhaps due to their immediately visible acute stimulation effects.

6.5

Contribution and implications

While focusing on the optimization of tsDCS for the modulation of the lumbar spinal circuitry, a
central aim was to add to the fundamental understanding and methodology that could be used as
a basis for further investigation of tsDCS and also other forms of electrotherapeutic interventions.
Most prior work on spinal DC stimulation did not focus on intervention development based on
a mechanistic understanding, serving primarily as initial empirical exploratory studies. Referring
to a more explanatory method, a modeling approach was chosen to serve as a theoretical
framework (chapter 2), able to be extended by others in the future and with a possible application
to not only tsDCS, but to most other electrostimulation procedures. Within this framework, the
electric field generated in the body and spinal cord, as well as its impact on the membrane potential
of spinal neural structures was computed. This established a direct link between the macroscopic
level, visible to the experimenter (such as the electrical stimulator and transcutaneous electrodes),
and the microscopic level in form of the targeted neuron. Since the target of non-invasive
electrical stimulation is the modulation of neural networks in the body, the understanding of this
macro-micro relationship is important for a hypothesis driven experimental design. The gathered
knowledge can subsequently be used as a starting point for further hypothesis driven investigation
on the working mechanisms of electrotherapeutic protocols, with tsDCS as an important example.
The only limitation to qualitative generalization of stimulation waveforms is formed by the use of
high(er) frequencies due to the frequency dependency of tissue impedance [52].
A central question addressed in chapter 2, is the relationship between stimulation acute- and after
effect. Whereby acute, refers to the neural effects that result immediately due to the induced
stimulus, after effects can be detected long after stimulation offset and are a result of anatomical
changes in the neuron, known as neuroplasticity. While the presented work did not model the
transition between acute and long term after effects directly, it was possible to establish a
comparative relationship between the simulated acute-, and the long-term effects observed
experimentally in humans. Although this relationship was consistently in opposite direction as
initially expected, it can nonetheless be used as an initial working hypothesis for future tsDCS or
other neuromodulation experiments. It can subsequently serve as a basis for establishing a
working model for the effects of electrical stimulation on neuroplasticity by utilizing data obtained
from human experiments.
In the chapters 3&4, the effect of different stimulation protocol variations on the lumbar spinal
circuitry is assessed. The resulting findings may therefore help with the further development of
electrotherapeutic protocols. In chapter 3, only one in three tested electrode configuration
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variations was able to induce a significant modulation effect across subjects, 30 minutes after
tsDCS. While the specific depression of the H-Reflex response had not been shown before, more
importantly, this implies a high response-dependency on electric field direction. Based on this
dependency, it is evident that besides the traditional electrode placements (active electrode over
target region, passive electrode further away), a number of other electrode configurations can be
thought of that differ significantly in the produced modulation response. With one of the tested
electrode configurations, the study furthermore attempted to replicate the results obtained by
Lamy et al. [5], who showed a significant left shift of the H-reflex recruitment curve. Since the
results were not replicated, this supports the argument, that tsDCS alone may not be effective in
a straight manner. Other protocol parameters, such as the suggested neural activity during
stimulation, should be controlled in addition to that.
In chapter 4, the effect of cathodal-tsDCS during either walking or rest was evaluated. The two
application conditions correspond to increased neural activity for walking, in comparison to
background level neural activity at rest. In line with what is known from previous research [14],
the result of this study suggests that to heighten the chance of inducing a larger post-stimulation
effect, tsDCS may need to be applied with increased neural activity in the pathway of interest.
Nonetheless, due to the directional-variability across subjects, the stimulation protocol has to be
improved further to allow generalized, directional control over the induced modulatory effects.
Finally, since tsDCS is being developed for the rehabilitation of spinal cord disorders or injuries,
intervention safety with a special focus on the intended target group needs to be verified. This
especially relates to the presence of metallic spinal implants, as often the case in people with a
spinal cord injury, in combination with tsDCS. The simulations outlined in chapter 5 were thereby
able to show, that the presence of a metallic spinal implant during tsDCS will not result in
potentially harmful scenarios. This was the case even for implant locations directly adjacent to the
transcutaneous electrode. This result implies that patients with a metallic implant may not be
restricted from receiving electrotherapeutic spinal stimulation in the future.

6.6

Recommendations for future research and development

The final goal of electrotherapeutic interventions, such as tsDCS, is a controlled change in neural
behavior. To achieve this, future research should focus on a target oriented intervention
development, based on viable models or theories of the underlying chain of action.
Specific questions that need to be targeted are the subject specific variability in intervention
response, as well as the relationship between acute and long-term neural effects. Especially for
the latter, not much research exists and should be investigated thoroughly for better intervention
outcome control.
To handle the high complexity of the underlying mechanisms, future research should focus on
improving the existing modeling frameworks to predict electrotherapeutic outcomes in a subject
specific manner. Possibly including multiple factors such as subject specific anatomy, genetics or
other necessary variables, these models should predict long term plasticity changes based on the
generated electric field, the polarization effects on the targeted neural structures as well as the
ongoing neural activity during stimulation. Generally, model development should be conducted
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in parallel to rigorous experimental validation to develop a reliable and generalizable predictor of
electrotherapeutic neuromodulation outcomes.
Since this approach can be resource and time intensive, intensifying the coordination across
research groups may be useful to increase the common scientific benefit. This could be achieved
via the exchange of hypotheses and modeling techniques, their implementation in easy to handle
modelling pipelines and the coordination of mutually beneficial research plans. Studies could be
designed with a clear theoretical component based on state of the art modeling results, while
reporting initial hypotheses about the possible mechanism of action. For example, when designing
a neurostimulation procedure for the modulation of the descending corticospinal motor pathways,
the stimulation protocol should be based on an initial model that contains the expected neural
signal flow in the CNS, as well as an approximation of the targeted neural morphologies (e.g.
neuron locations, fiber orientations) and generated electric field in the CNS. Too much of the
current research in electrotherapy design is conducted in an empirical, trial-and-error fashion.
Hypothesis-driven, model-based research is necessary to improve intervention control and
knowledge transfer.

6.7

Conclusion

The final goal of this dissertation, was the investigation of tsDCS to be employed for the use of
spinal cord injury rehabilitation. This mainly included the necessary knowledge for a target
oriented intervention design, while aiming to induce lasting functional modulation tin the lumbarand cortico-spinal motor circuitry. This was investigated with a combination of experimental as
well as computational methods.
An initial, computational study supplied necessary knowledge about electric field distribution in
the spinal cord for different electrode configurations as well as the induced polarization on the
targeted motoneurons and axon terminals in the lumbar spinal cord. Furthermore, a comparative
connection between the simulated acute-, and experimentally observed long term effects was
established. This can be regarded as a first prediction model for the effects of tsDCS, based on
the axon terminal polarization for the two main, voluntary and reflexive incoming pathways. It
can subsequently act as an initial basis for a more thorough analysis and understanding of the
relationship between tsDCS acute and long-term effects.
The experimental studies that followed, were subsequently able to shed light on protocol specific
variables and their effect on the intervention outcome. This included the effect of different electric
field directions, as well as paired neural activity on tsDCS modulatory effects. However, these
studies also raised major questions about repeatability and inter-subject variability, which are both
important topics to be dealt with in future.
In a final computational study, the safety of tsDCS in combination with the presence of metallic
spinal implants was investigated. This is relevant since 1) metallic spinal implants are prevalent in
people with a spinal cord injury, and 2) the presence of metallic objects is still considered a safety
hazard in combination with electrical stimulation interventions. Nonetheless, these widespread
concerns could not be enforced by the work presented here, which implies that people with a
metallic spinal implant may be able to benefit from possible electrotherapeutic rehabilitation
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regimes in the future. The work presented here, therefore represents a meaningful contribution
for the understanding and further development of tsDCS, while also extending to the application
to other electrotherapeutic protocol variations.
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